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San Juan County, New Mexico,

Nature's Sanitarium fur Cor.su inptiYM.
Lands for all. Serial Advantages.
Educational Karilities. The Times,
Farmingtoo. N. M., kiyps ah Information,

San Man

VOLUME 5, NUMBER II.

FARMINGTON,

cos brass band, and I was informed
that the bamd would be pleased with
an invitation to ataend the fair and
IMPORTANT HINTS ON FRUIT. favor our people with some of their
soul stirring music that warms the
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
heart for noble deeds. Why not have
them?
From Agent McCaa we learn
(Jives
Well Known Commission Man
Mr, Vincent's ditch camp will be
that
ConseHt Opinion on Fruit
here to night. Work on the ditch to
rvation--Other
Matters.
conduct water on to the Mesa south
of Fruitland will soon commence.
We also learn that late returns from
Fruit for Market.
cleaning at our gold camp are highthe
Communicated,
ly satisfactory and that satisfies us.
through
venture,
I
May
Sib:
Dear
your paper, a few suggestions as to
Notes by the Way,
the packing and handling of fruit.
A Times reporter visited the up riHaving had an experienc of several ver towns last week.
years in this line, I feel warranted in
The country by tne river is clad in
giving a word of "advice." At this the greenest of mantles grain, alfalfa
time when fruit brings so very little, and trees are promising a successful
it behooves the growers to put it up and plentiful harvest.
so tbat it will bring the best possible
Homesteads show improvements
price.
Fruit can be sorted at the both to houses and fields and the
ranch much cheaper than it can be by white forms of buildings In course of
the commission man or dealer in town. erection are frequently eeen, err bow
If inferior fruit is mixed in the box ered in trees.
with good fruit, it goes, as a general
Our reporter occupied a seat

NOTICE.

V

M.

A meeting will be held in Farming- next Tuesday, at one o'cloek, p. ra.,
of all members of the San Juan fair

committee important business, program, speeches, etc. Members are requested to attend.
V. R. N. Gbeavks,
Secretary.

Special Correspondence.

Aug. 14. I presume
you
many
and
of the readers of
that
your wide awake paper have learned
of the fearful tragedy that took place
at Mancos a week ago today. It seems
there had been bad feeling between
Ed Caveniss and Byron McGeoch for
some time. On Wednesday afternoon
McGeouh was sitting in a saloon enjoying his cigar, when Caveniss came
in. He passed McGeoch, then turning
quick as a cat, he drew his revolver
and shot McGeoch through the heart,
then fired 5 shots into his face and finished the cold blooded murder by
beating him over the head with the
revolver. Caveniss then walked from
the saloon, mounted his horse and
rode away for parts unknown. A numerously Bigned petition has been forwarded to the governor of Colorado,
asking that a reward of $5000 be offered for the arrest of Caveniss, dead or

Fruitland,

alive).
a
While through the Mancos and
valleys many questions were
asked in regard to our coming fair-- will
it be purely an agricultural exhibition or will stock, minerals and everything of value that the people can
bring be exhibited? If stock is exhibited what will be the accommodations
at the fair for keeping the stock? Will
premiums be paid? If so what will be
the fees required on competing animals? I suggest that you publish in
your paper the rules and conditions
governing these things and that you
send a copy of the same to be posted
at the postoffloes at Mancos and Cor-tealso send a copy to A. L.
Esq., of Mancos. The last named gentleman is a member of the Man- Mon-tezm-

z;

d,

1 ho
h11

UiTsra, ttoenio Baaaty.

Times, tfarmington N. JL, Qii
Inturmation.

$2.00 PER YEAR

Commission, Storage &
Brokerage.
MANAGES

W. S WEIGHTMAN

Fruit, Hay, frain and Povisions.

All kinds of ranch produce bandied.

M. H. COPELAND.

Next door to F. R. Grahams' warehouse.

.

Durango

PRODUCE

South

COMMISSION

MERCHANT.
Durango

Pai'ini no'i

Colo.

new wagon driven by Mr. Reynolds,
the proprietor of the stage line, a vehi
L
cle with all the comfort and smooth
motion of the city carriage, the rays
of the sun and the rain being effect
ually guarded against by a substantial
J. A. LAUGHREN, Propr.
top.
Amongst other friends met with at
Aztec, wo chatted with C, J. Snyder
of Bloomfield. Mr. Snyder is an old First-Clas- s
Accommodations
resident, was in Bloomfield in '78. By
At Reasonable Rates.
the way Mr. Snyder is, himself, a
proof of the extraordinary efficacy of
this climate. He came from Kansas
in '73, ordered to leave that state by
his physician. Mr. Snyder wrs suffering from lung disease and was told Farmington
New Mexico
that if he wanted to live he must come
to Colorado. He settled first near Pueblo, then came on to San Juan county. His health improved immediately.
He became quite strong and is now
well and hearty.

Colo,

- -

I have subdivided and laid out in

MOTE

TOWN

LOTS

Eighty acres of land immediately adjoining the town of Farmington.
The lots are one acre each and will be sold on
VERY

EASY

TERMS.
The north line of this trac

A good water right goes with each lot.
is only two blocks from the

PRINCIPAL

I

BUSINESS

STREET OF FARMINGTON.

also have 400 acres of

GOOD FARM
Adapted to the raising of
plums, prunes, grapes and all
which a person can select one

AND ORCHARD LAND
apples, peaches, nectarines, apricots, pears,
other deciduous fruits and alfalfa, from
of the

BEST FARMS IN THE COUNTY.
A large amount of my land is under cultivation and I have severa
bearing orchards.
I sell ray own land and can thereby save you an agent's commission. Call on me or address me lock box 777.

The

Brunswick,

S. R. Blake.
FARMINGTON, N. M.

Indebtedness and Assessments.
Mofflt & Gaunt, Fropr's,
The following is a copy of report to
:
:
Colorado
Gov. Thornton required by the gov Durango
ernor for his report to the secretary of
Handles only the
tne interior:
rJouded Indebtedness,
Celebrated Joel B Frazier Whisky
:

For ordinary coui.tr indebtedness
$ 15,000 00
indebtedness to Rio Arriba county on division of county
2,600 00
county
2,500 00
jail
4,1)00 00
school purposes by school district
25,000
Total bonded indebtedness
533
Unfunded indebtedness March 1 1395...
Assessed Valuation,
$470,010
Real estate
160,787
Personal properly
AtiBotaod Valuation, 1895.

Personal property

ON CLOTHING
AND LADIES' SHOES

CUT RATES

00
00

You Can Get

00
00

Good Board
--

Shoot or fish only in proper season
and escape the game warden by ob
serving the laws. Many states have
new game and fish laws this year, and
if you don't know them, send five 2o
stamps for a copy of the Game Law
issue of The Ameriean Field, 245 State
St., Chicago.

Fort Worth, August

Will make

$121,750 00
. VM,m 00

...

PIERCE.

tlemen, and handles only the best
brands of liquors and cigars.

189-t-

Real estBte

F. M.

The Brunswick is a resort for gen

Protect the Game and Fish.

Fruitland.

(intnj

IIIIIIjIWEL&W..

in the

H. Cop eland.

Brod-hea-

he County Fair Committee Will
Meet in Farminnton, Tuesday, 20th, at 1 p, m.

Fruit Belt

Finest Quality Fruit Grown,
Orchards-Hom- es
for AIL

UTont

NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY, AUGUST 16, 1895.

COUNTY NOTES.

thing, at the price of the poor rather
than the good fruit. The reason that
California fruit sells so well all ever
the United States and in Europe is
that it is ao carefully sorted and neatly
packed. Small or rough fruit is worth
more to leave on the ground as a fertilizer than to box and take it to market. Ventilation of boxes is absolutely essential for all eaaly fruit.
Pears should each one be wrapped in
white papernewspapers of any paper with printers' ink spails the flavor. Boxes should be of uniform size,
as the most of the fruit is sold in
box. Green box stuff should, if possible, be dried out in the shade. This is
very necessary for soft fruits. I am
aware that I have not written a word
t hat has not been repeated over and
over again, but these are essential
facts that need to be told often and
heeded.
I fully appreciate the very great disadvantages the fruit growers are under in having to haul fifty miles over
rough roads, but careful packing and
careful driving are the more essential
because of the disadvantages to be
overcome. Now, Mr. Editor, pardon
a little porsonal allusion to the commission man. If results of sales are
not always as good as expected, tell
him so, frankly, as he may be able to
throw light on the matter. It must be
undersood that he does business for a
large number of people and, ic is supposed iu doing the best for all, as he is
mutually interested with his patrons.
Thanking you in advance for time and
Bpace, I am, Very Truly Yours,

tme&

Tbo Famous

For cash for the next thirty days.

With-

A

Pleasant Rooms,

Nice

bargain in men's

&

boys' straw hats.

REASONABLE

kinds Navajo Blankets

for

A-gent
--

At

All

The Monarch Bicycle

RATES.

thousands
From
of people attended the camp meeting
of populists. Resolutions were adopted
The easiest riding machine made. Will be sold at factory prices deliv
MRS. J. H. TRIPLET!".
reaffirming the pnnoiples of the Oma
ered here.
Waito and Gen San Juan Ave.
ha platform.
Farmington, N. M.
Weaver addressed the convention.
The proposition to fuse with the silver
Democrats was defeated.
At

Ex-Gov-

7,

.

F. M. PIERCE.

H.

GET THE BEST
Wnen you are about to buy a sewmp aiacnina
do not be deceived by alluring advertiaements
nnd be led to think you can get the best made,
finest finished and

S. WILLIAMS., M.

Ib B.C. P.

A

D., C. M.

FARMINGTON

3., London , England.
Queen's University, Canada.

Most Popular
for a mere song. See to ft that
vou buy from reliable manufacturers that have gained a
reputation by honest and squaro
dealing, you will then get a
Sewing Machine that la noted
the world ovor for its durability. You want the one that
is easiest to manage and is

Light Running
There Is none in the world that
can equal in mechanical construction, durability of working
parts, fineness oi finish, beauty
in appearance, or has as many
improvements as me

New Home

t.
iH,nm,i. T n,lnn (Wkntita Peed. ali'.:n
on both 3ides of needle Ifiatcnui), no other has

SPECIALTT-Ky- fc

Ear, Nose and
Mental Diseases.

Office

:

St., St. Louis, Mo.

Colorado

:

SURGEON,
Graduate Trinity University, Toronto
Specialties,
GYNACOLOGY,
SURGERY,

GENITO-URINA.R-

FOR BALE BY

d

W.W.BREDIN,IO.,M.C,

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.

810 N. 11th

Nerr-ousan-

Newman Building.

Durango

on adjustable centers, thu3 reducing friction to
thn minimum.

THE HEW HOME SEWING MACHINE CO.
s Union Sotubi, N. T
O&ums, MjlM. Boston, Miss.
0.
C'UlOiOO.Ui. Bt. liOUU,
iuu.
8an Faivouoo, Oil. Atlanta, Ga.

hroat,

STRICTURE, ETC.
Office in of rear San Juan Drug Store,

DURANGO

:

:

COLORADO

una

nr

& Graf, Prop's
GENERAL AND MACHINE
Blacksmi thing.

Newton

Carrtages, Buggies and Wagons Made and
Repaired. Painting and Trimming.

EEorseshoeing: a

S

p cialty

Read The Times.

THE

THE WORLD MOVES ON.
SAN JUAN TIMES.

PAJIMINGTON,

NHW MBXIOO.

DISCOVERY
AND
INVENTION
MARK MILE POSTS.

The Electric Properties of Wool 8ome- thlnc New In Windmills A Toilet
The peace proclamation of the Em
Receptacle Chimney for Pipe
Powder
a
peror of China is remarkable mixtun
of wisdom and superstition. It declares
that continuance of the war was rendered Impossible by the gross Incompetence of the leaders and the terrible
condition of the country, and clinches
the argument with the words: "Heaver
had not withheld Its angry. The sef
overflowed the coast and the camps
were submerged." An enlightened reform administration would seem to b
imperative in the Celestial realm.
Young Mr. Astor is a line example ol
the power of money in literature. Having written a book which, indeed
might have been worse he gets up ac
elegant copy and sends It to King Oscai
by special messenger. Mr. Howells 01
Mr. Clemens or Mr. Stoddard would
have ben obliged to rely on a registered
letter post, which would have been
very uncertain. But Mr. Astor corners
royalty with his messenger and insures
a reception. It is useless for contemporaneous authors to buck against Mr
Astor.
Dr. DeSausstire believes that he ha
discovered that the negro race Is dying
out in the United States. He tries tc
prove his conclusions by local statis
tics which show more deaths than
births of colored persons In South Carolina cities. In his deduction he is not
supported by the latest census. It may
be contended that the development ol
the American negro has been tardier
than his friends anticipated when citi
zenship was given to him. Neverthe
less, such development is actually tak
ing place.

The Chilian congress has recently
enacted legislation guaranteeing
the
capital of the Transandlne Railway
Company for 20 years at 4 per cent,
which virtual subsidy will enable the
completion of the road between the two
oceans. The line will do a great deal
for South America. Its completion will
mean that the long journey around Cape
Horn Is only for cargoes and that passengers instead of prolonging a voyage
about two weeks can reach the Pacific
from the Atlantic or vice versa in 72
hours. The gai. afforded by this route
can be Imagined. Chili is brought some
thousands of miles nearer the United
States and England, and she will be no
longer a remote country.

prevalent. For this purpose dried seaweed was steeped In water which had
been freed from air, and on the third
day gas appeared, continuing to be
evolved In diminishing quantities until
the tenth day, when 803 cubic centimeters had been collected. The evolution
had evidently ceased, though after
Btandlng two years and a half thirty
cubic centimeters more of gas collected in the apparatus; the second gas differed from the first, consisting, It is recorded, almost entirely of methane
the chief constituent of natural gas
from which it is inferred that this slow
secondary decomposition of vegetable
matter has some relation to the origin
of natural gas.

Healthy says:

"Don't economize in bath water. Don't
economize sleep. Don't be stingy with
fun. Laugh all you can. Laughing
shakes up the system, makes the blood
circulate, starts the digestion, warms
the feet, 'relaxes the nervous system
in a word, it rests you all over." That
settles it, if one had nothing to do but
accept such advice. But how are you
going to laugh when the rent day is
at hand and the money Isn't. Suppose
you have a boll, or the blues, or the
toothache. Everybody likes to laugh,
but most people have got to be worked
up into a funny mood. Got to have
good digestion, a steady job, something
to eat and something to wear. If every
day were a circus and every night a
minstrel show, that advice would bring
as many testimonials as a patent medicine. If time were a clown and trouble
life would be ono
only a
laugh. But it
Isn't. So far as the advice can be taken.
It is good, very good.
jack-in-a-bo- x,

garments

5,

wheel-fashio-

16,00x00
OFFICERS:
A. P. Camp, President; John L.
McNeil, V. P. ; Wm. P. Vaile, Caahier.

for first Glass
go

raris medical man

ATTORNEY AT LAW
Practices in alLSttte, Territorial
and Federal Courts.

uorK

to

Farmington,

Impormq Trilob

V. R. N. GREAVES,

Attorney at Law,
Farmington. New Mexico.

He employs none but first class tailors

to do his work.
Mail orders promptly attended to

BOX 553.

Durango. Colo.

THE DURANGO

DR. A. ROSENTHAL,

Cornice and Sheet Metal Works
C. F.

PHYSICIAN

ARMSTRONG, ProfM

AND

SURGEON.

Galvanized Iron
AND
Copper Cornices.
Patent Iron Skylights.

i'fr

Tin Roofing.
--A3

Mail orders solicited.

3d door below
DURANGO,

Farmington,

Strater hotel,

-

L. L. HENRY,

Santa Fe

oote.

ATTOENEY.
THE
Azteo,

SHOIiF LilNE

New Mexico.

H. B. HAWKINS,

TO

brush, or where desired, without waste.
It has been patented. It has a conical
top, with an
bottom and hopper-shape- d
apex opening closed by a valve with In
wardly extending stems connected to a
head carrying a sleeve with an
slot, engaged by a pin on the end of a
plunger. The plunger Is held normally
in the position shown by a coiled spring
and has on its outer end a thumb-piecby pressing on which the valve is
opened to pass the powder out of the
receptacle, t'10 plunger returning to
normal position on the removal of the
pressure, and at the same time seating
the valve. The valve is removably con
nected with the plunger to permit of
conveniently placing the powder in the
receptacle.
e,

Work and Wenther.
So marked is the influence of the
weather on certain temperaments that
the employers of large numbers of
men are beginning to take this Into account In promising to fill large orders.
In some establishments, It Is said that
In very gloomy and what Is called de-

COUNTY SURVEYOR

CHICAGO,

AND

ST. LOUIS

CIVIL ENGINEER.

and

KANSAS C'Y

Mapping and platting of all kinds

promptly done.
Farmington,

Through Pullman Sleepers

T. F,
See that your tickets read via this line.
Agents of the company will furnish
time tables on application.

P. & T. A,
Topeka, Kansas.

G. T. Nicholson, 0- C.

H. Morehouse,

Q-

1

New Mexico

tIiq PnmmQrnial Unto !
1110 uuiuiuoiumiiiuio

Without Change.

Buries, Proprietor

Durango. - Colorado
EVERYTHING

FIRST-CLAS-

S.

F. &T. A.,
Paso, Texas.

skin-graftin- g,

.

New Mexico.

COLO.

severe and extensive burning, caused pressing weather from ten to twenty-fiv- e
per cent less work Is done than on
by boiling water. So deep was the In- bright, clear days. A little investiga& Pacific R. R.
Jury that the healing process was greattion showed that accountants are much
ly delayed. The patient's family objected to
which seemed to be more likely to make mistakes in bad
, r nfflv trt niialai-ntthan in clear weather, and scientists
n
n
tlio
1111
111.
CIV.LV1I.I
U I. Q II1C n.nno.a
Ill'
ij
JJl ULCOi
sometimes decline to pursue their In(Western Division)
of recovery, and the doctor, as an ex
vestigations when the atmospheric conperlment, applied the internal mem
CONNECTIONS.
brane of the hen's egg the white film ditions are uncongenial. This being the
case,
is
there
little wonder that foggy, ALIll OrEUQl'E-- A. T. & A. F. It. It. for
with which everybody Is familiar. The
an pomtH en si anu soma.
injury must have progressed beyond dreary, chilly days have frequently ash
BOBK Santa Ve, PreseoK & Phoenix
the suppurative stage, and shown signs been called "suicide weather."
railway for poluta in central and southern
nionn.
of healthy healing. A freshly laid egg
HLAKE Novada Southern rauway lor Manvol
Simple nnd KtylUh.
Is broken and the membrane Immediand connection with stage linos lor Vanuer
ately cut Into narrow "strips and laid
A simple and stylish costume Is made
bilt and minhur districts north.
carefully across the raw surface, then of blue cashmere and silk. The plain BA KSTOW Southern California railway for
Los Angeles, Ban Diego and other California
antiseptic dressings are applied with skirt of cashmere has a band of silk
points.
carbolic solutions, and the whole is cov- at the hem and two narrow bands above
Southern rnclfic Company for
l.
In a number of cases it. The waist Is plain, and there Is a MOJAVB
ered by
and other
San FranclHoo, Sacramento
this procedure has been eminently sat yoke of net lace over blue Rilk, the yoke
Northern Callfornlan poluta.
tsfactory.
edged with a trimming of silk like the
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars.
skirt. The full sleeves are of silk, and
A ( hi miiy Fine Pipe Opening Cover.
there Is a stock collar, with a large bow
,
Sleeping car passengers between San
To prevent gases, smoke, soot or fire at the back of the neck.
Los Angeles or Son Diego ami Chicago do not have to change cam.
from passing into a room of the house
1

New Mexico.

B. GLASER,

n,

New Treatment for liurns.
or resources
and alternatives had in hand a case of
A

Established 1881. ,
8fooaoo

Paid in capital
Surplus fund

will some-

Something New In Windmill.
The old-tiwindmill that towering
skeleton of ribs and fans with which we
are familiar has recently been Improved In a fashion that promises much
bettor results an Increased rate of
power and much greater ease of management. Instead of the fans or arms
turning over and over,
the conditions are reversed, the axle being perpendicular, and the fans turning from side to side. This arrangement has advantages, In that the machinery can be made stronger, and by
an ingeniously contrived set of levers
the fans open and close automatically.
This Is of great Importance, as a sudden gale is liable to wreck an ordinary
windmill on short notice. With this
new device, It is claimed that no matter how rapidly the fans may revolve
they will catch the wind only at the
proper time, the other side opening to
give free passage to the air; thus the
higher the gale the higher the rate of
speed and the more effective the machinery. It 13 said that In windy countries enough power can be generated to
run a small dynamo.
The greatest
value of a windmill Is In countries where
continual pumping of water Is necessary for purposes of Irrigation. A windmill constructed on this new principle
costs no more than the old style, Is Infinitely more effective, less liable to get
out of order, and has a greater variety
of uses than any heretofore made.

W. R. BQWMAN,

The First National Bank Durgo.

cone-shape-

Origin of Shaving the Heard.
times crackle and
The practice of shaving probably or3i appear to be at iginated at first from Its being found
"by
trie that the beard afforded too good a hold
tracted
warmth of the hand to an enemy In battle. This is the
fThls varies greatly cause assigned for the origin of shaving
In different temper- - among the Greeks, about the time of
amenta; some peo- - Alexander; and in most countries we
J""
pie being so charged find that the practice is first adopted
with electricity that It literally emaby military men, and that the men of
nates from all of their wearing apparel. pacific and learned pursuits retail their
A number (if instances are recorded beards much later. The Greeks conwhere women have worn as Inner wraps tinued to shave until the time of Juswhat are known as crape shawls, these tinian, In whose reign long beards bebeing made of oriental silk heavily came again fashionable, and remained
wrought with embroidery and with long In tise until Constantinople was taken
thick fringe. After rapid walking, es- by the Turks. The Romans appear to
pecially In the cold. If the woolen outhave derived the custom of shaving
side garment ts suddenly dropped off, from the inhabitants of Sicily, who
the fringe of the silk Instantly rises in were of Greek origin, for we find that
a horizontal line ami stands out like a number of barbers were sent from
rays all around the body. One lady there to Rome In the year 296 B. C,
has the power of creating this condiand the refinement of shaving daily is
tion at will simply by throwing a wool- said to have been first Introduced by
en wrap over the silk one and walking no less a person than Sclpio Africanus.
smartly about the room for five min- At the expiration of the republic, beards
utes. This electric peculiarity is much had become very rare, and historians
more observable in silk than in wool, mention the alarm In which some of
although In the latter material It Is suf- the emperors lived lest barbers should
ficiently abundant to cause no little an- cut thoir throats. For the sake of connoyance In factories where the raw cealing the scars on his face the Emstaple Is worked up. The electric an- peror Hadrian wore a beard, and this,
noyance, however, is almost always of course, broueht that nnoendage
coincident with the extreme cleanliness again Into use, but the custom did not
of the wool. If it Is slightly wet and ong survive him, although his two im
saturated with oil, there Is very little mediate successors wore beards in the
trouble, and It may be so heavily weight character of philosophers.
ed In this way that all Inconvenience
disappears. In olden times, when womA Toilet Fowdor Receptacle.
en spun their own yarn, It was often
found necessary to use very pure and
The illustration shows a holder for
warm lard in order that the threads tooth powder, etc., arranged to readily
might run more smoothly, otherwise deliver a certain quantity upon a tooth
the fibers seemed to crinkle and kink,
and the thread would be rough and of
Inferior quality.

An experiment of some Importance
Is reported, made with a view to determine, if possible, the origin of natural
gas, irrespective of theories hitherto

of

LMOST any one
who has the habit
lof observation has
noticed that woolen

'

Charles R. Sligh of Grand Rapids
has just returned from England, where
he has been looking over the prospects
of establishing a furniture trade in
the English market. He Is very confident from his observations that a substantial and profitable trade can be es
tablished if the American manufacturers will comply with the English ideas
of style and finish. It is useless, he
thinks, to try to force goods upon the
English market which are not built on
the accepted lines, but by making necessary changes goods can be manufactured here and sold In England in competition with the English manufacturers at a substantial profit. It Is his
purpose to manufacture a line of goods
especially for the foreign trade, following ideas which he gained abroad.

Hall's Journal

Cover.

Opening

cover closes the pipe opening, and In
the center of the cover turns a screw
rod, with a knob on Its outer end, while
on its Inner end screws a nut in a disk
which engages the Inner surface of a
d
The
expansion thimble.
thimble has overlapping side portions
connected with each other near the
apex of the cone by a rivet which forms
a pivot, permitting the base end of the
thimble to readily expand or contract
on moving the disk Inward or outward
by turning the screw rod. The device
may thus be readily fixed In position In
the pipe opening, and Is removed without trouble when a pipe is to be placed
la the opening.

a

O.

PHELPS,

BOOT0SHOB
MAKER.
First class word done. . . .
Leave orders at P. O. at Farmington.

The

tin-foi-

Grand

LIVERY STABLE.
F. B. ALLEN, Proprietor.

Fran-ciNdi-

Black Satin.
A dress of black satin has the waist
made with a collar and pointed vest of

embroidery. From the shoulder seams
to the bodice points five folds are laid
in the material. These are drawn over
the bust and narrowed In to a very
small space at the waist-linwhere
they are held down by three buttons on
either side.
e,

A Stylish

A

Waist.

pretty and stylish waist for a young

lady has the collar and yoke of passementerie. A cascade front of lace extends from yoke to belt. This Is worn
with a cutaway or Eton Jacket.
from a pipe opening of the chimney
of Axtell, Neb., has
patented the device of which several
views are presented In the accompanying illustration. It has a dished cover,
with an annular flat flange adapted to
reit on the face of the wall, so that the
flue, an Inventor

Shoulder Seams.
It is to be hoped that the fancy for
extending the shoulder seams of dresses
will meet with the same fate as the effort to introduce hoops. There Is no
more uncomfortable or absurd fashion,
and women should emphatically protest against It.

The Atlantic

&

Farmington,

New Mexico,

Pacific Railroad,

The Great Middle Route across the American
Continent in connection with the railways of

the

Santa Pe Route."
Liberal Management,
Superior Facilities,
Picturesque Scenery,
Excellent Accommodation.
Tho Grand Canon of the Colorodo, the most
Bublimo of neturo's work on tho earth, indescribable, can easily bo reached yia Flagstaff,
Williams or Beach Springs, on this road. To
tlio Natural Bridge of Arizona and Montezuma'
Woll you can journey most diroctly by this lino,
Observo tlio anoient Indian civilization of
or of Acoma, "The City of the Sky." Visit the petrified forest near Carrizo. See and
marvel at the freak of Canon Diablo. Tako a
hunting trip in tho magnificont pine forests of
tho San Francisco mountains. Find interest in
tho ruins of the prehistoric Cave and Cliff
Dwellers. Viow tlio longest cantilever bridge
in America across the Colorado river.
C. H. SPEBKS.
J. J. BYItNE,

Aiwt.Gen.PnsB.Agt
General l'aaa Agt.,
San Franclseo.Cal.
Ios Angeles. Cal.
II. S. VAN SLYCK. Gen'l Airt..
Albuquerque, N. M.

Good Rigs and Saddle Horses constantly on hand.

Feed and Sale Stable and Corral in

SAM J. HOOD,
Manufacturer of
and Dealor in

Rough and pressed Lumber.

ath and
Fruit Box material.

Shingles,

Mills and yard nine miles East of
rango. P. 0. address, box 120,

Durango.

-
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GLASS

take a sudden freak and play havoa
with It. Even when the new gowns are
worn they are usually covered up with
wraps of some kind so that little Is visible but the hang of the skirt. To be
sure, the wrape are such bits of loveliness that one hesitates to part with,
them, but It Is a relief to be able
out free from Incumbrances and
feel the breath of balmy spring breeaes
upon one's cheek Instead of the rlbbon-and-laruff that has protected It from
the biting winds of early March. For
the first few days one feels a little awkward without the usual wraps, as If one
gun to make its appearance. The vest
of mannish cut which was so popular
last season is not so much of a favorite
yils year, and the front usually seen Is
t,
either full with a
or plain
with no visible fasand tight-fittintening, and reaching to the neck, as
shown In the accompanying picture.
This gown has the appearance of being
cut princess under the jacket, because
there is no belt, but it is merely a front
piece that is continued from the front
breadth of the skirt.

FASHION.

OF

BEING A REFLECTION OF THE
LATEST STYLES.

AGED FIFTY YEARS.
An Old Landmark of Edncatlon
Central West.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.
In

th

Latest U. S. Gov't Report

Rpyaj gas

Notre Dame university, Indiana
which recently celebrated the golder
jubilee of its foundation, has a romantic
Engaging
history one affectionately associated
Outdoor Gamei Are Mow
with early life in the great west. Tin
Dresaas
Great Attention Tailor-Mad- e
university was founded in 1S42 by th
The Latest Frocks High Collars
late Rev. Edward Sorln, who cam
Again Notes of the Modes.
from France to establish a college oe
land which his bishop had purchased
from the Indians. It was no easy task
UTDOOR GOWNS
u mere lias neen no tenintat
An Opening for a Live Man.
can he no merit; If there lias been no strug
are the most Importo begin an educational institution it
in
a
town
gle,
He
arrived
small
there can be no victory.
Western
tant garments In a
those early days. The land was un- from the Bast, and nfter supper he
wardrobe
woman's
cleared, the country surrounding tht interviewed the proprietor of the hotel.
HALL'S CATARRH CURE is a llnuid and Is
at this season of
site of the proposed college but sparse"Is- there an opening In this place taken Internally. Sold by Druggists, 75c.
the year. These are
ly settled, there was almost a total laci for a live newspaper man V"
being made up and
"Thar wtfl tot her day," replied the
of financial means, and the nearest
The trouble with cheerful people is thai
numgreat
sold In
pleasantly.
their cheerfulness is so linnl to snub.
proprietor
towns
from which students might b
bers at the large
"lias it been filled?"
expected were miles away, with verj
stores to women
the Baby la Cutting Teeth.
"Well, no, not egsactly, I reckon; but Be sure If
rem ml t. In.
and use that old and
whose figures are
inconvenient means for travel.
Bui It's got a man in it."
WmsLOW's Sootiii.su SIHTT for Children Tsethlnir- sufficiently near the
Sorln
Father
foresaw great possibili"Who is he?"
standard to wear a
The stingier a man Is about valuable
ties for the future institution and was "A newspaper chap from the East." things
the more apt he is to give advice.
readymade dress. These dresses are of
many
live
"A
to
not
be appalled by these obstacles
duck, cotton bedford and grassciom,
live
so
not.
not
reckon
Leastways
There
Ii l'leasure and 1'rolltand
Tallor-Mad- o
With a stout heart he set resolutely tc "I
Dresses.
besides numerous Galateas, Unens and
no email tut 1st action in abating troublesome and.
wuz."
he
as
tailor-made
trimming
of
The fashion
work. The first college building was
painful ill a by using Parker suingor Ionic.
percales. The duck and cotton bedfords
"How do you mean?"
are the most common. These are made dresses with strips of cloth stitched begun in August, 1843, and was finished
way:
yer
"Wal,
wuz
air
this
see.
it
"I see most of your hair is gone." said
as they were last year, with Jackets down in some simple pattern has been in the following year, when Not
A live man came here and started a Brown to Burton, "Yea," replied isurton,
from
cloth
borrowed
winter's
last
other
and skirts and a front of some
Dame received its charter as a univer- paper. He Jumped on the respectable "It's left for parts unknown.
material. Less severity Is shown in capes. It Is a favorite style with mak- sity.
It li so Ear to Kemove Coma with Hln
citizuns of the community, and be gosh
enduro
the style than prevailed last season. ers of such gowns, because It trims the
We perconn that wo wonder no many willnicely
he raised thunder generally.
The
early
history
is
of
the
Qet tllndercorna and see how
Interfering
concealing
some
it
or
institution
them.
without
dress
of
The white ducks have fronts
dropped
so
jest
we
couldn't
that,
stand
takoj
them off;
soft material, such as dotted net over with the lines of beauty so dear to the one long story of a struggle for exist- him in that ere well out yunder. He
There ought to be a law passed that raila dainty shade of silk, and many or ideal tailor. To make the most of a ence. Destitute of endowments, it de- wuz a rut her little chap, so we conway restaurant keepers shall dube their apup
figure
patch
deficiengood
and
the
inseror
revers
embroidery
pended
entirely
upon
them have
the tuition fees cluded to go Hjrht on him. The news- ple pies.
tion of embroidery on each side of the cies Is the aim of the successful ladies' of the students, and, as these were few paper's got an opeuuu yet if yer want
PITS AHFitsstopied free by Dr. KUne'a Great.
Is
gowns
are
why
tailor,
and
tailor
that
jacket down the edge.
Nxrvit l.'i.Htiirt'i
ul mailer me tu hi tmy
for some time little progress was made it."
UavmlnuaaurM. Treatise ami i'ilrtal huttle tret t
Colored ducks are more numerous so stiff and broadlike, because they are Fierce fires played
It.
want
concluded
didn't
he
He
Kllue.Sol jli ch it., I'Lllx, Pu
Hi'.
to
cases,
It
bund
t
sad
havoc with the
than ever, and will be the boon of those so often filled with wadding to prevent
of
years.
work
1879
In
or
was
it
sharp
a
almost
over
a
are seriously disshoulderblade
wrinkle
summer.
ministers
We
learn
that
who want to dress cool this
How the Trouble Hegnn.
turbed over the Innovutlou known as the auGrass cloth Is a very fashionable ma- collarbone. The above costume Is made entirely destroyed by a fire, which carGeorge was gazing dreamily at the tomatic coupler,
n
shade. There ried off the main structure and severa
terial, but It Is also very expensive. I of cloth In a
"Hanson's Magic Corn Salvo."
collar of others. But these flames were scarcely dear girl's back hair.
linen is a wide, pointed, turn-dow- n
pointed to an innocent-lookinhe said, making a motion as
"Laura,"
Warranted to cure or money refunded. Aslf your
Is
to
which
the
store
Jacket,
brown
velvet
large
a
colored gown exhibited at
quenched when foundations were com If to adjust it, "do you know there is druggliit for It. Price IS cvnts.
the other day and asked the price. It fastened with straps across the front. menced for the buildings which form a lock out "
The fetter of propriety should be worn as
Underneath the jacket Is a plain vest
was $28.50, and the material was grass-clotan ornament, not as a chain.
I
know
answered,
she
"No,"
"but
Notre
the
Dame
of
today. Thus aftei
of light tan. The seams and edges of
I'lso'g Cure Is a wonderful cough medicine.
there's ging to be a strike."
v
Mrs. W. l'lckert, Van Siclen and Blake
The gown shown here In two shades of the jacket are trimmed with strips of nearly two score years of weary labor
ear.
got
on
it
he
the
And
de'W.
as
Ave) Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct.
and anxious hope the founder saw the
Galatea, the darker forming the panel the material stitched down
on the skirt and the facing on the col- - scribed. A strip is stitched across the institution on a firmer basis and re
The moment a man finds out he has been
The Trust After No- making a fool of himself he has learned
signed its entire management intc
Chleaco Sncelal. Reuorted her' today thnta
something
valuable.
younger hands. A glance at the firsl largo sum of money had been offered Tor tbo
oa o o a oO h
by
cure called
habit
tobacio
famous
college, which is still standing on the a syndicate who want lo take it oil the market.
banks of St. Mary's lake, and at the Inquiry at the general offices, revealed the fact
was not for sale to the trust at
Notre Dame of the present shows the that
success is marvelous.
any price. NoTo-Dac'Druggist
in America sells
every
great material progress made in fifty Almost
guaractoo to euro tobacco habit or
I
years. The site is unequaled. Nature refundunder
money.
Golden
has been lavish with the gifts. The
Tho Tallest of the Ilnoe.
approach to the university was through
According to an Investigation con4 a.
a long, beautiful avenue bordered with
Aill
i a .
Init
VI I N I
IM
trees. The buildings used for colle- ducted under the auspices of the
1 1
i
LK ii ej&m . : Society of Anthropologist
ternational
giate purposes, eight in number, are of London, which has just concluded n
per cent, of all
arranged in a half circle fronting a valuable Inquiry respecting the aver- Cures Ninety-eigIn all Its
Consumption,
of
cases
nawide stretch of lawn. The center ol age height of the various races and
citiStages.
English
Earlier
American
and
tionalities)
group
the
and
largest
the
is
main
the
n
any
fc
building.
It Is five stories in height zens average taller than any other repThf)
Although by many believed to be incuraand is surmounted by an immense resentatives of the human family.
following has been gleaned from their ble, there is the evidence of hundreds of
dome, on which stands a colossal statue 120 page report: The English profesliving witnesses to the fact that, in all its
of Mary crowned with electric stars sional classes, who head the list as tho earlier stages, consumption is a curable
The effect created by this structure is tallest of adult males, attain the high disease. Not every case, but i large perof cases, and we believe, fully oS
imposing.
average of 5 feet 0.14 inches. Next centage
cent, arc cured by Dr. Pierce's Golden
per
on the list come the males of all classes
Discovery, even after the disease
ASLEEP WHEN DEATH CAME. in the I'nited States, and a minute Medical
has progressed so far as to induce repeated
Engthe
fraction behind them come
bleedings from the lungs, severe lingering
Thirty-thre- e
Lumbermen Dashed Over lish of all classes; hence we may con- cough with copious expectoration (including tubercular matter), great loss of flesh
clude that, taken as a whole, the Uri
a Rock Fall.
extreme emaciation and weakness.
and
cousins
speaking
English
and their
Details have reached Ottawa, Ont, ol
a terrible accident which occurred on in America are approximately of the
In other European counthe Spanish river by which 33 men lost same height
tries the average for the male adult Is
their lives. The victims were lumber but 6 feet ti inches. The Austrlans,
men. They had" encamped for
Headquarter!
For
the the Portuguese and the Spaniards fall
night on a crib of square timber moored somewhat below the general European
HARNESS AND SADDLE
to shore near the head of the rapids, average.
lo not be decjlvj b airjU-rb!prion, I an ai
which at this point are very precipteem a rm
fr H, Jllstjel
itous and rocky. All had gone to sleep Iteduced Kntps to the East via tho Union
iloulil
cluj.ii,
torn,
I'aclllc 8ysto.ni.
111, but bifiri
for
without leaving a watchman to guard To Huston and return July
ond for my mvr illusnun uutcriouvo cm iio3-the crib. Somehow during the night To llaltltnore and return July
nutueu
and soj wait you ar
To Boston and return August
the crib broke from its moorings and TO Louisville, K, anil return Sept.
ordering, and if gcorts sro not a rourofcntsd, y.ia
or write to can return pnme at my oxpoiiBe.
tw the be o.il
carried its cargo of sleeping men into For additional Information call
Geo. Ady. Passenger Agent, 41 17th afreet, tanned leather and employ only Urtt clan iron
men,
the waters below. The crib was broken Denver, Colo
J. tl. nil. son.
17
tolTSl Larimer St. DUN V'lili, COLO
to pieces on the rocks and not a man
The proper thing for a Jury Is to he firm,
but not fixed;
escaped to tell the tale.
DKNVKIl
mod fur the brain, 168? Illakc. TENT & AWNING
rite as.
The Spanish river flows into the A fish diet Is said to be the
go
so
fish
often
is
Probably this
because
North channel of Lake Huron at a In schools.
A.Voi'lIKit great redaction In prices and
point north of Manitoulln island. Near
dloi.-inharueti.Thi)y
you not b in or
its mouth is a small hamlet of perhaps
mm. 'in mlnntlon.
hott
100 inhabitants situated
on the Soo
f'Ji Blhile buusy
in Colorado fur
branch of the Canadian Pacific railHi; U eluide bunny
naiueaa for fs.5i; a
way. The entire country round about
nickel
or rubber
ce
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trimmed I3J doublo
ml harness wl h
breeching lot WO; W'
nu-e- i
nnrn mock .18
for :.:: :.n mod
horn stock saddle,
double dacha for 115.
Do not be docelvod by
worthies! imitations,
but send your order
direct til us and uet
Hie boft eni'.;no ou!t
tanned hnrnoss for
boforo
examination
paying for sumo,
All
i atalogaa froo.
goods stamped,
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When a Dane Get Drunk.
sleeve puff In odd fashion and a pointed
This is the way the police in Dencuff simulated at the wrist. The same
trimming appears down the side and mark deal with the drunkards found
helpless In the streets. They drive the
around the bottom of the skirt.
patient in a cab to the station, where
Latest Frocks.
The High Collars.
he sobers off; then they take him home,
The month of May usually brings out
Every season somebody makes a de
the real spring dresses. March and April termlned effort to crowd the enormous The cabman makes his charge, the pohad forgotten something, and it Is hard ly stiff and uncomfortable collars back lice doctor makes his, the agents
from the throat, but for some unex- make their claim for special duty, and
plained reason, no sooner are they with- this bill is presented to the landlord of
drawn a little, so that the wearer can the establishment where the drunkard
get a little natural and easy breath, took the last glass that did the busithan up they go again more fluffy and ness, No wonder that certain landclose than before. The vest, chemilords protest, saying that proofs are insette, puffed front and guinipe ideas
are, however, susceptible of so many sufficient and some alleged victims
modifications thfct women may wear sham intoxication to get the landlord
thin materials around the throat, if Into trouble.
they choose, instead of tho velvet and
Won the Stanhope Medal.
satin that so many of them seem to
prefer. Of course, there is convenience
:ry year the bravest deed done in
and economy in thicker fabrics; thoy 3avlng life In the Drltish dominions is
stay in place and keep fresh much marked by the award of the Stanhope
longer than thin one?, and are therefore gold
medal by the Royal Humane so
more universally adopted. Neckwear
ciety.
It was given this year to Will- plays such a prominent part In present-da- y
dressing that It is worth while to lam Mugford, of Torquay, who was
study it from an artistic standpoint. caught in a sewer where he was at
has seen work with three companions when the
It is caid that the stock-collits best days, and that beaded collars sewer was flooded by a sudden thunder
and bands of elaborate embroidery are storm, and saved two of the men by
likely to take its place. This has points holding them up by main strength for
of advantage, as very many people are
seven hours until relief came.
tired of so much material around tho

revers on
lar and the large bretelle-lik- e
trimmed with jacket fastens with one
the waist.

i

,

ar

throat.

decide jus', what to do with one's
arms. The piown with the Jacket Is a
very good oneto come out In at first,
on this account, and It has already be-asuch u)neerlaln months that the
cautious female hesitates to trust them
with the care of her new gown lest they

to

re

Longest Stretch of Cable.
Fashion Notes.
The longest unbroken stretch of telNew parasols are made of silk, with &
egraphic cable In the world is the one
very full, rather wide ruffle of silk muslin, embroidered on the edge in a which connects the Red sea with Inheavy scallop.
dia. The weight of iron employed in
A waist garniture of butter-colore- d
Its construction was not less than
lace and Dresden ribbon is made with
pounds, while
tho copper
a prefectly plain collar of the lace, a weighed 547,404 pounds; 3,590 knots
square yoke, and shoulder ruffles plaitwas- the tdtal length of cable used.
ed exceedingly full.

ii ii

KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live better than others and onjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world s best products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in tho
remedy, Syrup of Figs,
Its excellence Ais due to Ha presenting
t
.....1 ailaaa
in tne !orni
and truly
nrfreshiiig
ant to the taste, the
beneficial properties of a perfect laxative; effectual ly cleansing the system,
dispelling colds, headaches and i'cycra
ana permanently curing constipation.
It has given satisfaction to millions and
met mth the approval of the medical
profession, because it acts on the Kidneys, Liver and Bowels without weakening them and it is perfectly free from
every objectionnble substance.
Syrup of Figs is for sale by all druggists in 50g and $1 bottles, but it is manufactured by tho California Fig Syrup
Co. only, who3e name is printed on every
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs,
and being well informed,you will not
accept any Mibstitute- - if. ottered.

T, "P""""

Kri'il Mueller.

Larimer street, peivor, Colo.

Ilcst known thing to
kill grasshoppers. Any
quantity yon want.
L. A. WAT KINS
Co. mth and Wazce Sts., Denver, Col.

COAL TAR
nidHc

E. E. BURLI NGAME'S

ASSAY OFFICE
And Chemical Laboratory.

Uli,

f,.W

IMS.

AND PHOXOQllAPHEIML
JRWELEItS
tend your sweeps and waste containing gold
and silver for treatment 1'rompt return
and highest ciksh price paid for gold and silver bullion. Address 1730 and 1733 Lawrence Street. Denver. Colorado.

PATENTS

Viivi
VldVI

Obtained in all countilcs, II. S.
Bailey, W Equitable lildg., Denver

Corei iTemaleWeakbeu of any kind .30
Londoner Kk.llKiO Arapahoe si. Denver

nUACIIIXlHT Itetmirs of MINING PHINTIN'O
III Machinery, eta npa threading nud cultlnir.
Irelht elevators. Koek & i..: !.. 1415-1- 7 lHth St.

& CREAMERY SUPPLIES.
BUM AgCBte ror Sharpies
u?ian
n parntnr. hand nud nower, sold on
A. nATKINS
easy paymcntc and long time.
M i)M. CO., 15th and Wazee Sti., Denver, Col.

A

SURE CURTToR PILES

Itching Piles kntiirn by moisture Hko poraniration, cans
mlonse itching when warm. Thisfunn and Blind, Vlaed-in- s
or Protruding Piles yield at once to

DR.

PILE REMEDY,

which acts directly on part affected, absorbs tumorc aW
Prioa Ma.
Uys itching, effecting a permanent cure.
Druggisu or mid. Dr. Uonanko, 1'hllada.,

fa

THE SAN JUAN TIMES

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
Gold ie the sinew of war. The posi-

Reward.
dollars will be paid for
the whereabouts of Frank Loughran,
aged 24, blaok hair, tall and slim, a
clerk formerly of Washington, D. 0.,
New York and Garywtoo and now
somewhere Jn New Mexico. He has
recently inherited an estate and his
presence inJJ. Y., or a power of attor- ney is necessary for settlement
Loughran, Principal Examiner,
Bureau of Pensions.
Washington, D. C.
July 31, '95.
Twenty-fiv-

e

Big Discount

tion of the great money lenders of the
T. R. N. GRK4YE3
world U that almost of arbiters of war
and pease. The men who are most
Official Paperof San Juan County experienced in the signs of the times
are people like the Rothchilds, with
whom the lords and rulers of nations
Kates of Sunscrlption:
on
tne eve oi, or in expectation ui,
11.25
$2.00 Ha montba
tine j oar
would consult aa to the funds
war,
7S
Three months. centsnecessary to enable them to defend
Entered at the poetofnce at Karmington for their land or carry devastation into
transmission through the mail us second olasa the heart of an enemy's country. The
attic
power of the nation's money lenders
Nursery Stock.
is greater now than at any previous
FRIDAY, AUGUST 16, 1895.
Gem
nurseries of Dallas, Texas,
The
imtime in the world's history. The
and the San
represented
been
has
with
mense masses of men handled
There is enough grass in New
county
canvassed by
thoroughly
Juan
tactics,
war
modern
all the skill of
to feed several million cattle.
the immeasurable superiority and cost Mr. Johnson and an able assistant in
For the Next 60 Days to Make Room for Spring Stock.
of medern weapons, ships, and appur- the person ol Mr. R. B. Longmire and
Albuquerque Citizen: (jov. Thorn- tenances now used by contending ar- their sales have been, so they say, satton, in addition to making an address mies and navies, with the gigantic isfactory and we are glad of it as there
at the irrigation congress, will be in- commissariat department, will natur- never have been men more highly recvited to formally open the territorial ally ethaust sums that will assume ommended than these gentlemen and
fair with one of his best speeches.
immense proportions. The credit of a the following speak volumes for Mr.
nation is the most important factor Johnson:
A great vote taken by the New
THE CITY OF DALLAS,
in her power as a belligerent. A
York Mercury upon the question, treasury well filled and with the posExecutive Department,
"Shall the United States government sibility of rapid replenishment through
Dallas, Texas, Aplil 2, '94.
open its mints to the free coinage of the usual means of loans, infers the To whom thii may come:
ailver without waiting for agreement possession of the first essentials to a I take pleasure in saying that Mr. J.
With Great Britain or any other EuroR. Johnson is an enterprising and resuccessful campaign.
pean nation and at a ratio of 16 to 1."
Repudiation of debt might suit an liable citizen of this city and has been
In 8 weeks' voting the totals for free overburdened nation, but it would very successful in his line of business.
silver was 32,052 and against 1783. also mean a dissatisfied, perhaps a He is worthy of and entitled to credit
There was no canvassing and the New starving army, and this signifies de- and confidence. Respectfully,
York city, Brooklya and New York feat. Again, are the signs of the times
Bryan T. Barry, Mayor.
state vote showed an immense majoDallas, Texas, April 2, '94.
in accordance with the preservation
rity for silver.
of peace? So often have the author! To all who may be interested:
This will recommend the bearer, J.
The OoHstitntian, Atlanta, Ga , says ties prophecied war during the last few
Manufaeturer of and Dealer in
R.
Johnson of this city, as a successful
that the counties of Georgia show aa years that it it beeoming the old cry
man in horticultural pursuits. I have
enormous decrease of values since the of 'Wolf to us all; but there are signs
him for many years and have
known
Europe
throughout
experience of the gold standard. The and circumstances
had
number
of dealings with him in
a
uncause
may
well
East
that
first year it was over 23 millions of and the
nursery stock. I can
of
purchase
the
no
has
Russia
find
We
easiness.
that
dollars and this year will be much
recommend him as a man of great
more. This is the result of the gold longer an emperor who insists on also
and reliability. He has a wide
energy
policy experienced everywhere. In peace. She is left in the hands of unand deservedly so.
reputation,
spread
our small way we are suffering in certain statesmen; whilst the czar is
success in any
him
much
We
wish
policy.
spite of all our efforts to go ahead. absolutely non commital in his
where he may establish a branch
fields
in
is
inflammable
point
un
Turkey
the
This issue we print the report of valRespectfully,
business.
ues ia our county as assessed for '94 diplomatic structure. Armenian dif- of his
General R. M. Gano, Banker.
in
may
Russian
designs
and
ficulties
and '95. It will be seen thi t the valNEW MEXICO
FARMINGTON
ues have decreased. That the scarc- an instant start a conflagration. The
ity of money, through the exclusion Kiel canal, it in claimed, increases the
DON'T STOP TOBACCO.
of silver, causing the general depres- strength of the German navy twoHer fleets are nearer France. How to Cure Yourself While Using It.
sion and the closing of the silver fold.
Russia
and France entered the Baltic
The tobacco habit grows on a man
mines, is the direct origin of this fall
side on the occasion of the uatil his nervous system is seriously
by
side
in values there is no question. Our
near markets have lo3t their purchas- Kiel celebration, a significant friend- affected, impairing health, comfort
ing power, and the enormous cost of ship. The Chinese difficulties, the and happiness. To quit suddenly iB
transportation of our produce to more new and important position assumed too severe a shock to the system, as
distant markets militates against their by Japan, the war indemnity loan dif- tobacco to an inveterate user becomes
ficulties and intriguing: whilst even
profitable sale.
the United States talke a little of her a stemulaut that his system continuis a scientific
THE MISSOUKIANS ARE RIGHT. Munroe doctrine when confronted by ally craves.
the
for
cure
in all its
tobaceo
habit,
supposed
or
British
acquisition
actual
The Missouri Democratic convena
peace
all
bearing
forme,
on
after
have
these
the
carefully
compounded
tion, called to take action on the curthe formula of an eminent Berlin
rency question, formulated a declara- of nations.
There may be, however, a cause of physician who has used it in bis prition with a resolution demanding the
danger
even nearer home, an element vate prae ice since 1872, without a
free and unlimited coinage of silver
well by the money holders failure, purelv vegetable and guarmarked
and gold into primary or redemption
anteed perfectly harmless. You can
money at a rate of 16 to 1 without and lenders, a power hardly slumber- use all the tobacco you want while
waiting for the action or approval of ing, seething in its force like chained taking
it will notify you
any other nation; also the following elements ol a volcano, at any moment when to stop. We give a written
of
an eruption carrying death and de- guarantee to permanently cure any
resolutions:
Resolved, that we are irrevocably struction to the people. The antag case with three boxes or refund the
First-Clas- s
opposed to the substitution for metal- onism existing against the money money with 10 per cent interest. in
o
is not a substitute but a
lic money, of panic breeding corpora- power everywhere, the hatred of the
scientific cure that cures without the
power
against
coalesced
masses
the
of
tion credit currency, based on a single
capital, accused by the people of aid of will power and with no inconmetal, the supply of which is so limvenience. It leaves the system as
ited that it can bo cornered at any yielding over them the authority of pure and free from nicotine as the day
time by a fen' banking institutions in absolute tyranny, the right of inaugu- you took your first chew or smoke.
rating an epoch of poverty an autoc- Sold by all druggists with our ironEurope and America.
racy
against which there is no appeal. clad guarantee, at $1 per box. three
Resolved, that we are opposed to the
The
people are acousing capital of boxes (30 days treatment) $'2 50, or
policy and practice of surrendering to
all the unnumbered woes of sent direct upon receipt of price. Send
causing
holders of obligations of the United
They aocuse six 2 cent stamps for sample box,
States, the option reserved by law to poverty and serfdom
booklet and proofs free. Eureka
Sells Goods Cheaper than Anybody Else for Cash.
the government of redeeming such ob- it of contracting the currency and
enhancing the purchasing value of Chemical & Manufacturing Compaligations in either coin or gold coin.
ny, Manufacturing Chemists, La
Resolved, that we are opposed to gold. To enhance the value of gold Cross, Wis.
DEERING MOWERS AND BINDERS.
f!5m6
the issuing of interest bearing bonds and take from silver its value is to
s
Took
world's Fair Premiums.
of the United States in time of peace, give the great money holders opporand especially are we opposed to plac- tunities to corner the gold. Gold is a THE SAN JUAN COUNTY BANK
ing the treasury of the government small bulk. It can be held in vast
Aztec, N. M.
under control of any syndicate of quantities without requiring a great
$30,000.00
bankers and tho issuance of bonds to urea for its preservation. Gold is the Capital Stock tosinew
The
war.
chief
collecting
of
be bold by them at onormous profit,
for the purpose of supplying the fed- gether of enormous masses of gold,
Ineral treasury with gold to maintain tho coneentration of wealth is being Does a general banking business,
OPPOSITE POSTOPFICE
effected. There may be a vital reason
terest paid on time deposits.
the policy of gold monometallism.
for this. The omniscience of the
Silver Democrats.
world's financiers may warn them of
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 5. Senator the existence of a. danger that may be
Samuel D. Webster,
Harris, on being asked concerning the averted and subdued by the possession
M. Pierce,
President.
Frank
conference of blmetallists in Washing- of tho all powerful weapon, gold.
Vice
President.
ton, August 14, said that letters had
The impoverishment of the masses
Robert C. Prewitt,
been received from representatives of may be effected for the purpose of
V. Safpord,
Cashier.
Charles
about twenty Ave states announcing their disarmament. In case of an upCashier.
Assistant
their purpose to attend the conference. rising gold may mean the crushing
ePeatin9- It would undoubtedly, he said, by a force of armed hirelings, the subdurepresentative conference of Demo- ing of the people, their relegation to
crats and its action would be of the the position of nonentities, where the
greatest importance. It was intended destiny of eountry is concerned. '
and Ammunition,
to be the first step toward a thorough,
The Rothchilds of the world may
complete and systematic organization know this, may have felt for long that
t
of the Democratic bimetallists within their tenure as arbiters of the fate of
COPYRIGHTS.
CAS
OBTAIN A PATENT? For a
tho party and with a view of influencnations is but slender, should an enpromo aflwnr and tin linnet, nnlninn tvrita
MI'NN fc CO.. who have had nearlvliftT vphm'
ing party action. Silver Democrats in raged people risj in revolt; and this
experience la tiie patent business. Communications strictly confidential. A llanrihniik of In.
in every state in the Union, he said, great issue of free coinage, this corformation concerning Patenm anil how to obtain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan-leshould see that there is a fair repres- nering of the gold, may be a signifiand scientific books seat free.
cant
proof
the knowledge that a
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
entation sent from their respective watchful andof suspicious
capital has of
special notice In the Scientific American, and
thuj are brought widely beforo the public withstates. Senator Harris left for Wash- the revolutionary slons of the times,
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
ington yesterday where he will be join- of the discontent of a vast majority of issued weekly, olexontly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in Die
ed In a few days by Senator Jones, of tho people. These money issues may
world. 83 a year. Sample copies neut free.
Building Edition, monthly, 2.50 a year. Single
be
leadresult
the
plans
the
of
of
the
. V .Jlr-.- '
'W
antral
ri v
Arkansas, and other senators who are ers to hold
oonles, 'lli cents. Every number contains
the power which has been
'
plates, In colors, and photographs of new
"
r"
with him in bringing assigned from all times to the posseshouses, with plans, onabllng bullderu to show the
i
fcmwfrn
later, design and seouro contracts. Address
about the proposed conference.
sion of gold,
MUNN SfO., New Yokk. 301 Ohuadwat.
Editor
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STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

At Very Low

ries.
Call and Be Convinced.

Farmington, N. M.

Williams & Cooper,
W. S.

MITCHELL,

San Juan Lime
F. M. Pierce, Agent.

B. A. Gambill,

Up
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Farmington, N. M.

GENERAL BLACKSMITHING
AND WAGON REPAIRING
Horseshoeing a Specialty.

Baco-Cur- o;

Farm Machinery Repaired

A!! Kinds

Shape.

Baco-Cur-

H F R. GRAHAM H
A
A
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D
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W Moline Steel Plows
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R
R
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fair treatment and courtesy.

NEWS,

Subscriptions due for the past
year must be paid at once.
Rev. W. H. Howard is batching!

A. w. Mernman has bought Sim
mons' contract out.
This is trood
news for us and we can now look for

A really lively dance took place last
Friday night at Elliott Locke's place.
About 50 people enjoyed themselves
thoroughly until the small hours of
the morning.

Homer Hays

haB

!1

received a letter

from Jim Dane, an old resident of
Judd Elmer left for Gallup yesterday. this district, now living near to Gree-lthat he intends to come back to
Mn. Carson's health has much imy,

proved.

this place again.

Bachman went up to Durango
Tuesday.
Charley Magraw is now bailing hay
for Wm Locke.

The8heriff of Montezuma county,
Thomas Lee Sheek. and Frank Baker'
his deputiep, stopped in Farmington
Saturday night' The officers were on
the trail of Ed Oaveniss.

M.

FAIR MEETING.
Committee of Energetic Citizens Appointed to Secure the
Exhibits.
At a meeting of 8an Juan county
fair committee on July 18, 1895, at The
Times office Farmington, the following gentlemen were appointed a committee to see the people and advocate
the collection of the best fruit, stock,
and produce of all kinds for the San
Juan county fair to be held at
the Locke grove Farmington September 9 and 10, next.
The choicest exhibits to be sent on
to Albuquerque fair Sept. 16.
A. U. Graves. Cedar Hill,
Wm. McCoy, Aztec.
J. Scott, Flora Vista,
Harry Allen, La Plata.
SamEnt, La Plata,
W. H. Jones, La Plata,
S. D. Webster, Fruitland,
m
J. R. Young,

Parmer McCaa and Mr. Korn wore
A meeting of the base ball club will
in town Tuesday.
be called next sunday afternoon at
The rommittee
Newton & Graf have sold their flne Wm Lockes grove.
. II
10
seieoc
tne
appointed
players were
new buggy to C. J. Fint.
J. Sheek, J. 8. Rodgers and Bert
Pearl Locke and C. J. Fint went up Hanna.
to Durango Wednesday last.
Percy Collyeh,"
Kit Carson is selling his fruit at hh
R. H Fisher, Largo,
HubMiss
and
Hubbard
Mrs.
Julia
Junction ranch on the tree, and is getD. Lobato,
"
bard visited Farmington Tuesday.
ting good returns. Mr. Carson was
H. S Hubbard, Junction City
Thomas the school house fixture unfortunate during the rain as he had
V. R. N. Greaves, Secretary.
salesman paid Farmington a business 40 tons of hay down.
visit Tuesday.
Comrades. Attention.
Navajo Bill left last Saturday with
A meeting of Lincoln Pest, No. 13,
Walter Newton took 15 shells and four Navajos, one of them the brother
for Santa Fe. They will Department of New Mexico, will be
brought home 12 rabbits, a pretty of Neska-Hgood record.
visit Neska-Ha- ,
in jail there for the held at the Fair grounds Farmlngion
Tuesday September 10, in the afternoon
Welch
murder
of
the trader.
The reason of the scowl on Dr Johns
ot regular business of
Mr. Elmer lost a valuable mare last for transaction
face is that he has commenced taking
post
By
the
order
of
week. The animal suffered in a pecuthe tobacGO cure.
C. H. McHenry, P. O.
liar manner for some days and died in
D. J. Craig of the Fair view orchard
Walter Weston; Adjt.
at Junction has finished sowing about convulsions. Mr. Elmer has been very
unfortunate with his herses this year.
1! acres In alfalfa
SI OO Reward $100.
of this paper will be
readers
The
The Rev. Williams of Santa Fe will
William Weldemeyer, Wm. Shoeto
learn
pleased
that there is at least
week.
visit
this district next
He will
e
maker and the post doctor from
one dreaded disease that science has
on
at
preach
the
vista
Flora
evening of been able to cure in all its stages,
arrived hero Tuesday.
the 24 instant; at Aztec Sunday morn and that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Robert G. Smith of Junction has ing and Farmington Sunday evening,
Cure is the only positive cure known
been confined to his bed for several the 25 instant.
to the medicul fraternity. Catarrh
days severely indisposed.
being a constitutional remedy, reC. W. Riggs the well known colquires a constitutional treatment.
Charley Warren known as McGinty lector of antiquities and chief
of the Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interncan be seen in town anv day riding a exploring expeditions is in
corresponally, acting directly upon the blood
thorough bred Arabian Jack.
dence with The Times as to the feas and mucous surfaces of the system,
Calvin Mercer returned from the ibility of settling here for the winter thereby destroying the foundation of
He reports a and feeding his splendid stock.
the disease, and giving the patient
mountains Tuesday.
strength by building up the
fine potato crop at Hay gulch.
During Tuesday night's storm Jack tution and assisting nature in oonsti
doing
Cabe, My head's almost on fire with Warren was awakened up by the sound its work. The proprietors have
bo
the heat of the sun. She. I was sure of watpr roaring round his home. He much faith in its curative powers,
had to get up and dit h round the that they offer one huudred dollars
I smelltd burned wood somewhere.
any case that it fails to cure.
'Nichols brought some of the finest house to keep it from washing away for
for list of testimonials.
Send
rushing
noise
water
in
of
The
the
beans in San Juan county from Mr.
AddresB, F. J. Cheney & Co.,
was, so Jack says.tremendeous.
ravine
Woodward's ranch across the river.
Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Ed Caveniss has got the sleuth
Jack Warren of Junction and
William ErjperBon bought a herd of hounds of the law on his track for Ihe
milch cows across the River Tuesday. deliberate shooting of Byron McGeoch
on the sixth instant at Mancos. There
A saloon and hall is to be erected in has been enmity between the men for
Farmington at once. The site chosea some time. It is supposed that the diis the lot next the Newton & Graf vorce obtaine d by Caveniss' wife has
building.
something to do with the murder.
Extra apples should be made into
Tho "alfalfa palace" to be built on
cider for vinegar. Apple butter and the fair grounds will be one of the
dried apples can doubtless be sold most attractive features at the exhibilater in the season.
tion next month. It will be constructDoctor A. Rosenthal is enjoying a ed entirely of baled alfalfa, and the inwell earned holiday for a few days. terior will be used for the exhibition
He will go as far as Chama and enjoy of agricultural products and implements. This will add greatly to the
a little fishing and shooting.
hall room, hut it will fall very far
Mr. McCartney was up from Olio short of supplying the demand and
on Wednesday and informs us that the officers have lust contracted for
the hay is mostly situated in his com- the erection of a new frame building
--H
munity. The late rain did muoh good. 40byl00, which will give altogether, a
1
v
'
i--

1

A

1

111
To Farmington.
r or saie in tracts to suit the buyer on easy terms. There is
property anywhere in the San uan countrv. It lies very levelnoonmnro
a command
.
1U2. elevated mesa
a
.p, t.ho" vaiiD,
,
..
,
Aiiiuiuo una oan Juan rirr
.
I..'., ui idOTC fcWU OllDIIUil,
on the market the early buyer is the one who secures the choice.
For partteu
lars oall on or address
fm-nr-

j

nvm-lnnlHn-

CT

,

Homer Hays.
FARMINGTON, N. M.
I have frequent apnlications for nronnrr.v of 1iflrnfi -v"twimo uu an
Iwtarl ,5rt,
ISLi IjILJ
ri lovicivD uarmiu
J "ukuu n ivu uio wm
r
allienuon.
If you want any information reerardinp- land nri water in 3an Jaan
county, drop me a line and I will promptly respond.
-

Homer Hays,
Farmington, N. M.
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The Cheapest

a,

.

Win-gat-

Colo.
Mr. Graf and Mr. Newton

hae got

and

To

R

Buy.

Closer than
Anywhere in
the County.

GROCE RIES

s

Produce
of

All Kinds

J.

1 laistaD,
Farmingtan,

H

Taken Here

N. Mex.

I
a

v. West cf Presbyterian Church.

i

o?

little over 20,000 square feet of floor
space or a little more thau twice as
much as we have ever had before, and
present appearances indicate that this
will all be occupied. Albuquerque

LOTS, 50X200 FEET,

o

Democrat.

Notice to all People.
Mrs. E. R. Sizer or Mary Sizer the
lady traveling around the country, is
my wife and the mother of my child
ren and I hope all will treat her with
kindness and respect, as I suppose she
considers that she is doing her duty
as a wife and mother; but I differ with
her in that respect and my financial
condition is such that I cannot stand
Mr. Stark has made a distributing any foolishness but my own, and I
point for box stuff at the San Juan give notice that I will not be responsiCommission House in Durango. All ble for any of her debts or transactions
feindsof fruit boxes, "combination" she may incur or enter into.
sizes, from the best material.
E. R. Sizer,
1895.
81,
Vista,
Flora
Jnly
years
for
Known
heaviest
The
rain

chickens respectively. They
're in cahoots over this; shortly Graf
will have the cahoots and Newton the
chickens.
Judge Bowman left for the Cherry
Creek saw mill yesterday. He reports
a good deal of business doing, says the
mill is turning out some of the finest
fruit boxes in the county.

56

Place in Town

Groceries Sold

Arrington's
Residence
ffl
Addition to
0
Farmington,

B

Parties expecting to get fruit boxes
of Sam Hood, the Florida saw mill men,
should send in their orders at once, as
he cuts to order only. P. 0. Durango

o

46

r

i

i

Under Farmington Ditch. Water Right
Easy Terms to Good
Sold with Lots.
Purchasers.

Consult

$1800.00

T.

GIVEN AWAY TO INVENTORS.
$150.00 every month given away to any one who applies through us for the most meritorious patent during
the month preceding.

We

accui--

J.

Arlington

the beat patents for

and the object of this offer is to encourage inventors to
keep track of their bright ideas. At the same time we
wish to imprest upon the public the tact that

IT 'S THE SIMPLE, TRIVIAL INVENTIONS
THAT YIELD FORTUNES,

Cherry Creek

fell here last Monday night. The
" which can be easily slid up
such as the
and down without breaking the passenger's back,
A Paper Free.
ground received a thorough saturat
' and a thousand other little things that most
ing; and the county h. got a start Send your name and address for a
any one can find a way of improving ; and these simple
worth thousands of dollars all round sample copy of "Marriage Bells," an inventions
are the ones that bring largest returns to the
names author. Try to think of something to invent.
paper
containing
the
The Ladies of the W. C. T. U. of and
IT IS NOT SO HARD AS IT SEEMS.
descriptions of hundreds of young
Flora Vista will give a lawn Social and people who wish to correspond for fun
Patents taken out through us receive special notice in
the " National Recorder,
published at Washington,
Festival at Mr Rumbergs in the after- and
results.
Girls, send your name, D. C, which is the Dest newspaper published in America
in the interests of inventors. We furnish a year's subnoon of Saturday August 24. Refresh- description, age,
etc., and reeeive hun- scription to this journal, free of cost, to all t r clients.
ments will be served fiom 3 oclook dreds
advertise, free of cost the invention eich month
of nice letters from boys. Boys We alsowins
our $150 prize, and hundreds of thousands
until 9 that evening. Everybody in send your description, etc., and re- which
of copies of the "National Recorder," containing a
sketch of the winner, and a description of his invention,
vited.
ceive dainty written letters. All ads will be scattered throughout the United States among
capitalists and manufacturers, thus bringing to their
Mr Rodges im forms The Times that published free. Perhaps you may attention
the merits of the invention.
a base ball club is being formed in find a husband or a wife and have All communications regarded strictly confidential
Address
Farmington. A committee has been plenty of fun. Send your name and
JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO.,
appointed to select the players, Offl delcription by postal or letter at onee Solicitors of American and Foreign Patents,
cers have been chosen John Sheek and behold the result. Do not delay
618 P Street, N.W.,
Mills ate located at Thompson's
Box 38g
Washington, D. C.
captain, John Rodgers secretary and and address Floyd D. Huffman.
Rtftrtnct tiiter of this ffer. WriUirtur Postofflce address. DLX, COLO.
treasurer.
Ohio.
Rapids,
Grand
Hippenmeyer
John
pamfikltt. FREE.
"sauce-pan,- "

"collar-button-

"nut-loc-

"bottle-stoppe- r,

SAW MILLS
Bowman & Carson, Prop'rs

,

ROUGH

AND DRESSED

LUMBER

Shingles, Box Material and Lath

y

Park,

18

miles from Dale's Kaaob

me; and what is more, I shall take off
some more."
"Not at all," said the traveler; "I tell
ITS RESULTS WERE ONLY TEM- you I want very little taken off, and
must insist upon your doing as I direct
PORARILY IMPORTANT.
you."
The barber, however, was not to be
Bat Its Fame Is Chiefly Romantic
put down in this way, and said: "MonSuffering;! of the Veteran
In the sieur, it is possible
that this is how
Deiert March Napoleon's Address to things may be done in England, but
the Army.
here in France we are not slaves. I
shall cut off as much as I please."

BATTLE OF PYRAMIDS.

HE

A LITTLE

REPUBLIC.

The IClevator

ROESON PRESCOED WITH SOAP.

In oiM of Denver's office building'
there is M elevator boy. lie is always
on the go, but
He la far tot' slick for this wlckPtl world,
He Was meSMt for a fairer dim;
at the manager, swears at his
lie

The Comedian

NICARAGUA IS, HOWEVER, RICH
IN RESOURCES.
The 310,000

Citizen

Are Rich tn Vtt
Financier
Good

Capita Wealth A
Could Make the Country the Proudest
Nation Sooth of Us.

Had to Melt Off the
Sticky Staff.
It vras the custom of Stuart Robson's
mother to keep a scrapbook of household relpes, clipped from newspapers.
She cams across one that told her how
to make oastile Heap, and, like most
good housekeepers, started in Immediately to spend ovar the manufacture
cf the article twice a much as it would
harre cost rtady-maThe recipe for
this soap
for tallow, grease, and
fat combined' with coloring matter and
lye, and the Jdvantage claimad for It
was that it economized the scraps of
the kttchen. ft fell to y tnng Robson's
lot to be the first one to try the? soap,
while flaking a
Earty one morning he entered the bathifcom arnled
with a towel, a scabbing bmish, aad a
huge c&ke of his mother's twine-mad- e
soap.
A short rime afterward wild
yells wei heard to Tissue fromUhe
residence, and hey came 'from the
bathroom.. The household was startled.
The neighbors were 'aroused and congregated btfore the ioor. After some
effort Mrs. itobson su cceeded in forcing
an entrance 'and fount her hopeful son
in a state
fiercely
dancing a faadango in an ineff-wtta- l
attempt to rMlnis body jf a bright
layer if fat an. 5 tallow giea.se.
Tt seems that as soon as vyoung Robson
had stepped from the "term bath the
soap hardened upon him like sold
gravy upon a ' platter, nlinging with
tenacious tenderness and utterly refusing to be wiped off. At that moment he
very much resembled a dancing farm
armed with tower, instead of the flute.
Tt took the combined
efforts of Rob-son'parents to remove the greasy fo.T
eign substance, ant it is also said thirt
the now eminent comedian had to 'be
held over a hot store to melt the ac
quired, fat off him.

work.

Anil Is kicking- - all the time,
lie groans auil sweats 'ovuth

work.

'

i:jti't Get Scired
you should hear thlf In smie plflcV Rj
which yon are going i.tdlarln ir prevalent.
To the air poison which producis-chlllami

If

d.

MARCH

his toad of

ItpwailN Ills stone? way;:
lint once a month he Mulcts' flown
And complacently Irawtf U4 pay.

HE TOTAL
throu g h Egypt ONLY HALF EXCAVATED YET.
of the repubfever, bilious remittent and cftiiiili ugue-the- r
from Alexandria to
lic of Nicaragua is
Is a nfe and thorough niJtldotc aaii
Cairo was an awful The Ancient Pompellam Had Many Appreventive, vlr.., HostettiWs BtoHacb IUt
put by the best ausppcJnc Is alsiy
l
ters. The great
pliances of Modern l ife.
trial to the French
thorities at 310,000,
a remedy lor biliousness, HDnstlpation;
The sky From Demorest's Magazine.
soldiers.
h
rheumatic
kldley
and
trotble,
or about
ami debility.
was brass, their
I learned thrft only about one-haas large as that of
feet sank in the hot of Pompeii has been thus far excavated,
this city, according
The sorest Way to become poor In
sand, and mounted and that at the present rate of progress
to try U kcv all you get.
to the census Just
guerrillas torment it will require at least sixty years longer
taken. Of the inXolmtly caiv Imagine that tlfc leopiTH Is a!
ed them from beto unearth the whole. Only about $6,000
habitants of the
S
wry shrewd' airfcual. for he I
when .W In np to miBchlef.
hilhind the low
or $8,000 a year are expended on the
country
locks on each side of their line of work.
belong to uncivilized aboriginal tribes,
march.
No enemy more redoubtable
The streets of Pompeii are seldom while the main body are classified as
ALL OUT OF
than a few
d
fellaheen dis- more than 24 feet wide, mostly straight "Indians," Zambos or mulattoes, neputed their progress; but even when, on from end to end. Indeed, this ancient groes, mixed races, and Europeans, the
Tlredj.Weak aad: weary. If this I your ConJuly 10, they came within sight of the town is quite American in the rectangu-larit- y latter being but few in number. The
dition, stop ami think. You are a sufferer
Nile and their sufferings were about
area of the republtc is
of its plan.
about 49
from dyspepsia, ami great misery twaits you
mitigated, it was in vain that their
Curiously enough, the Pompeiian 500 English square miles. There are
If you lib not oheck it now.
general sought to silence their bitter public fountains were fed from lead few towns, and all of them, with two
is tRo best medicine you can
cries of disheartened anger. Three pipes which might worry a modern exceptions, are small and rude. The
' has peculiar power to
ne and
tike.
days later they were attacked at
manufacturer to reproduce. Moreover, population of Managua, the capital',, is
strengthen the rtiomaca. Reracmbw'
by the mounted outposts of the the houses received their liberal sup18,000, and that of Leon, formerly the
Mamelukes, under Murad, chief bey of ply of water through pipes of the same capital, 25,000. The town of Corinto is
H oo
p
the force. The irregular and individual metal. I saw many "cut-offs- "
the principal port on the Pacific, and
conWood
purifier pron.mently
Is'th'e only true
d
attacks of the
and gorge- structed on thoroughly modern prin- the ladlno element (a mixture of whit
In the public eye today. $1 ; six for 85i
ously equipped cavalry broke harmless- ciples. Another point that surprised and Indians) predominates there. The
ly against the serried ranks of the me was that the major part of the most important industry of the inhabrt harmoniously with
MOOd 9- Delta Hood's Sarsapari'la, 25c.
French veterans, and the desultory fir- houses are of brick, very similar to itants of Nicaragua is the raising of
ing of the Turish artillery was quickly that in use today; though the bricks cattle, the hides of which are exported;
silenced; the rusty cannon, though themselves are longer and thicker. The and among the other exports are cofk ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR.
aimed point-blan- k
at the gunboat flostairways lead from the fee,, bananas, sugar, indigo, cocoanuts,
tilla which was ascending the river, did ground floors to the second and pos- cacao, Brnzil wood, and cedar. TJie
little or no damage. The enemy with- sibly third storie3. The corners and head of cattle number over 400,000. The
drew and concentrated their forces for pillars are commonly of carved stone. greater part of the imports are from
a final stand before Cairo, behind the The Pompeiian shopkeepers understood England, and the greater part of the
lines of Embabeh, writes Prof. Sloane the art of signs quite as well as we exports are to the United States. There
in the Century. On July 21 Bonaparte do. Above an apothecary's door, for ire over 100 mines worked by American
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THE BLOW GUN.
ordered his troops in squares six men instance, is a pair of huge snakes twistcompanies, in nearly all of which gold
deep, as before. They were to advance ed into innumerable coils, and the Is found mixed with copper. A good
Only Malays and Amarican Indians' Caei
so as to cut off the enemy's retreat colors are as fresh as when first paintleal of American capital has been sunk
This Wonderfal Weapon.
southward, and were to halt only to re- ed. Shops are to be seen everywhere, In them. Nicaragua is especially rich
The Blow gun is one of the most receive a charge. "Soldiers," cried the and show that much business was In valuable woods, the mahogany, rose- markable savage
deviia in which com
NUrNGttOTHERSjNFANTS0
general, "forty centuries look down transacted in Pompeii. There were no wood,, granadillo, and ronron, also med- pressed air is used t.s a
motive force.
upon you from the summit of the Pyra windows on the streets, the life being icinal trees, besides other commercial The blb-- gun is a simple
tube of cane,
mids!" The resistance was scarcely concentrated in the Interiors of their trees, including the castilloa elastica. smoothly cleared of the joint parti-i
worthy of the name. Five thousand houses; and they often presented to the from which India rubber is made; the tions,. through which ifeht
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darts, feath- horsemen and as many fellaheen were street a blank wall, which wa3 decorat
gutta pereha tree, and several trees cred with a tuft of d iwn or pieces of
behind the weak ramparts. Murad and ed in gay colors, principally red and which produce gums. Wild animals, pun, ara propelled by Hie breath. The
his men dashed forward with desperate yellow, with paintings and frescoes.
monkeys, alligators, lizards, and snakes blow gnu is used for killing birds and
courage against the phalanx of Desaix,
abound, beside tropical birds to the small animals. Preqivmitly the arrows
but only to rebound from its iron sides
Mosquitoes are poisoned, renderin the light dart:
number of 150 species.
orTer- Fin de Slecle Art.
llury liLOOi) P'.MSON permanently
against the equally impassive lines of
swarm in all damp places, and there effective on larger gi.ote-- . The chief
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soldiers were killed, and only 120 were was a general belief that the end of 3f the country. Maize, the principal guns inspires a great respect for the inwounded. It was a skirmish, much all things was at hand, and men sought Tood of the natives, is very prolific, and genuity and mechanical, skill of the
more decisive than that at Shebrcket, vainly to compress all possibly earthly Tine fruits and vegetables grow in abun- - worktESi. The North American specito bo sure, and somewhat more bloody, pleasures into a few hours yet allotted lance:. The form of government is con- mens are from the Chetimachas uf
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villas, with sixteen rooms
Swiss-buino basement, electric bells, hot and cole
water, and every modern convenience
including a common tennis lawn, to bi
w
ri
let at 100 a year, or 1,500 purchase
So tempting an offer did not long re
main open. Within a few weeks the care
had vanished from number one, and i'
was known that Admiral Hay Denver
V. C, C. B., with Mrs. Hay Denver anc
their only son, were about to move lntt
ffl
A
.
U
it. The news brought peace to the heart;
of the Williams sisters. They had ltvec
with a settled conviction that some wile
Impossible colony, some shouting, singing family of madcaps, would break ir
upon their peace. This establishment ai
DOYLE- BY
CON
least was Irreproachable. A reference t
accentuated by the strange costume "Men of the Time" showed thorn that
which she wore. Her hair, black but Admiral Hay Denver was ft most displentifully shot with grey, was brushed tinguished officer,
ho had begun his
plainly back from her high forehead, actjve career at Bomarsund, and hac
and was gathered under a small round ended it at Alexandria, having manfelt hat, like that of a man, with one aged between these two episodes to see
sprig of feather in the band as a con- as much service as any man of his
cession to her sex. A double-breaste- d
years. From the Taku Forts and the
jacket of some dark frieze-lik- e
material
g
of!
brigade, to
fitted closely to her figure, while her Shannon
Zanzibar, there was no variety of nava:
straight blue skirt, untrlmmed and
which did not appear in his recwas cut so short that the work while the Victoria Cross and the THE
.INTERNATIONAL PRESS ASSOCIATION.
ord;
finely
curve
legs
of
lower
her
turned
for saving life vouched
CHAPTER I.
was plainly visible beneath it, terminat- Albert medal
war his courIt that In peace a
for
d
ing In a pair of broad, fiat,
age was still of the same true temper.
d
square-toeand
was
Such
shoes.
the
THE
Clearly a very eligible neighbor this
lady who lounged at the gate of numF TOU PLEASE, ber three, under the curious eyes of her the more so as they had been confidently assured by the estate agent that Mr
said the two opposite neighbors.
mum,"
Denver, the son, was a most
voice of a domestic
But if her coiicfuct and appearance Harold young gentleman, and
that he
somewhere had already somewhat Jarred upon their quiet
from
round the angle of limited and precise sense of the fitness was busy from morning to night on the
the door, "number of things, what were they to think of Stock Exchange.
The Hay Denvers had hardly moved
three Is moving In." the next little act In this tableaux
Two little old la- vlvant? The cabman, red and heavy-jowie- In before number two also struck its
dles, who were sit
had come back from his labors, placard, and again the ladles found
ting at either side and held out his hand for his fare. that they had no reason to be dlscont-ewith their neighbors. Doctor Balof a table, sprang The lady passed him a coin, there was
to their feet with a moment of mumbling and gesticulat- thazar Walker was a very well known
ejaculations of In ing, and suddenly she had him with name In the medical world. Did not his
terest, and rushed to the window of the both hands by the red cravat which girt qualifications, his membership, and the
sitting-roohis neck, and was shaking him as a record of his writings fill a long hall
"Take care, Monica dear," said one, terrier would a rat. Right across the column In the "Medical Directory" from
shrouding herself In the lace curtain; pavement she thrust him, and pushing his first little paper on the "Gouty
"don't let them see us."
him up against the wheel, she banged Diathesis" in 1859 to his exhaustive
"No, no, Bertha. We must not give his head three several times against treatise upon "Affections of the Vaso- Motor System" in 1884? A successful
them reason to say that their neigh- the side of his own vehicle.
bors are Inquisitive. But I think that
"Can I be of any use to you, aunt?" medical career which promised to end
we are safe if we stand like this."
asked the large youth, framing himself In a presidentship of a college and a
baronetcy, had been cut short by his
The open window looked out upon a In the open doorway.
sloping lawn, well trimmed and pleas"Not the slightest," panted the en- sudden Inheritance of a considerable
d
ant, with fuzzy rosebushes and a
raged lady. "There, you low black- sum from a grateful patient, which had
bed of sweet wllliam. It was guard, that will teach you to be imperrendered him Independent for life, and
bounded by a low wooden fence, which tinent to a lady."
had enabled him to turn his attention
screened it off from a broad, modern,
The cabman looked helplessly about to the more scientific part of his profesManufacturers of
new metaled road. At the other side him with a bewildered, questioning sion, which had always had a greater
of this road were three large detached gaze, as one to whom alone of all men charm for him than Us more practical
d
villas with peaky eaves this unheard-o- f and extraordinary thing and commercial aspect. To this end he
and small wooden balconies, each had happened. Then, rubbing his head, had given up his house In Weymouth
standing In its own little square of grass he mounted slowly on to the box, and street, and had taken this opportunity
and of flowers. All three were equally drove away with an uptossed hand ap- of moving himself, his scientific Instrunew, but numbers one and two were pealing to the universe.
The lady ments and his two charming daughters
curtained and sedate, with a human, smoothed down her dress, pushed back (he had been a widower for some years)
sociable look to them; while number her hair under her little felt hat, and into the more peaceful atmosphere of
three, with yawning door and unkempt strode In through the
r,
which Norwood.
garden, had apparently only just re- she closed behind her. As with a whisk
There was thus but one villa unocceived its furniture and made itself her short skirts vanished into the cupied, and It was no wonder that the
ready for Its occupants. A
darkness,
the two spectators Miss two maiden ladies watched with a keen
had driven up to the gate, and it was Bertha and Miss Monica Williams sat interest, which deepened into a dire
at this that the old ladies, peeping out looking at each other In speechless apprehension, the curious incidents
bird-lik- e
from behind their curtains, di- amazement. For fifty years they had which heralded the coming of the
rected an eager and questioning gaze. peeped through that little window and new tenants. They had already learned
The cabman had descended, and the across that trim garden, but never yet from the agent that the family consistpassengers within were handing out had such a sight as this come to con ed of two only, Mrs. Westmacott, a
the articles which they desired him to found them.
widow and her nephew, Charles Westd
carry up to the house. He stood
wish," said Monica at last, "that macott. How simple and how select it
"I
and blinking, with his crooked we had kept the field."
had sounded! Who could have foreseen
arms outstretched, while a male hand,
from It these fearful portents which
we
I
am
sure
wish
answered
"I
had,"
'protruding from the window, kept pil- her sister.
seemed to threaten violence and disIng up upon him a series of articles
cord among the dwellers In The Wilder
Ahe sight of vhich filled the curious old
ness? Again these two old maids cried
CHAPTER II.
Bridles with bewilderment.
In heartfelt chorus that they wished
"My goodness me!" cried Monica, the
they had not sold their field.
ICE",
BREAKING THE
smaller, the drier, and the more wiz"Well, at least, Monica," remarked
ened of the pair. "What do you call
H E
COTTAGE Bertha, as they sat over their teacups
that, Bertha? It looks to me like four
from the window of that afternoon, "however strange these
batter puddings."
which the Misses people may be, it is our duty to be a3 1
"Those are what young men box each
Williams
had polite to them as to the others
other with," said Bertha, with a con"Most certainly," acquiesced her sis
looked out stands,
scious air of superior worldly knowland has stood for ter
edge.
many a year, In
"Since we have called upon Mrs. Hay
"And those?"
Denver and upon the Misses Walker,
pleasant
that
bottle-shaped
pieces of yelTwo great
district we must call upon this Mrs. Westma
low shining wood had been heaped upwhich lies between cott also.
on the cabman.
"Certainly, dear. As long as they are
Norwood, Anerley,
"Oh, I don't know what those are,"
and Forest Hill. living upon our land I feel as If they
confessed Bertha. Indian clubs had
Long before there were In a sense our guests, and that it
never before obtruded themselves up- had been a thought of a township there, is our duty to welcome them.'
on her peaceful and very feminine exwhen the Metropolis was still quite a
"Then we shall call tomorrow," said
distant thing, old Mr. Williams had In- Bertha, with decision
istence.
"Yes, dear, we shall. But, oh, I wish
habited "The Brambles," as the little
These mysterious articles were followed, however, by others which were house was called, and had owned all It was over!
the fields about it. Six or eight such
At 4 o'clock on the next day, the two
more within their range of comprehension by a pair of dumb-bella purple cottages scattered over a rolling country- maiden ladles set off upon their hosplt
were all the houses to be found able errand. In their stiff, crackling
cricket-baa set of gdlf clubs, and a -side
there In the days when the century dresses of black silk, with
tennis racket. Finally, when the cabjackets, and little rows of
man, all
and bristling, had was young. From afar, when the
staggered up off the garden path, there breeze came from the north, the dull, cylindrical grey curls drooping down
emerged in a very leisurely way from low roar of the great city mlgnt be on either side of their black bonnets
the cab a big, powerfully built young heard, like the "breaking of the tide of they looked like two old fashion plates
man, with a bull pup under one arm life, while along the horizon might be which had wandered off Into the wrong
40-acr- e
and a pink sporting paper In his hand. seen the dim curtain of smoke, the grim decade. Half curious and half fearful
they knocked at the door of number
The paper he crammed Into the pocket spray which that tide threw up. Gradof his light yellow dust-coa- t,
and ex ually, however, as the years passsd, the three, which was Instantly opened by a
80-ac- re
page boy.
tended his hand uf. it to assist some one city had thrown out a long brick-feele- r
Yes, Mrs. Westmacott was at home
.else from the vehicle. To the surprise here and there, curving, extending, and
He ushered them into the front room
af the two old ladies, however, the only coalescing, until at last the lltrle cot2-rothing which his open palm received was tages had been gripped round by these furnished as a drawing room, where in
a violent slap, and u tall lady bounded red tentacles, and had been absorbed spite of the fine spring weather a large
unassisted out of the cab. With a re to make room for the modern villa. fire was burning In the grate. The boy
Field by field the estate of old Mr. Wil- took their cards, and then, as they sa
gaU wave she motioned the young man
towards the door, and then with one liams had been sold to the speculative down together upon a settee he set thel
builder, and had borne rich crops of nerves in a thrill by darting behind a
hand upon her hip she stood In a care
10-ac- re
less, lounging attitude by ithe gate, snug snburban dwellings, arranged in curtain with a shrill cry, and prodding
avekicking her toe against the wall and curving crescents and tree-line- d
at something with his foot. The bull pup
listlessly awaiting the return of the nues. The father had passed away be- which they had seen upon the day before his cottage was entirely bricked fore bolted from its hiding place and
driver.
As she turned slowly round, and the round, but his two daughters, to whom scuttled snarling from the room.
sunshine struck upon her face, the two the property had descended, lived 1o see
(TO HE CONTINUED.)
the last vestige of country taken from
is close enough
Any one of these pieces of
Jfatchers were amazed to see (that this them. For years they had clung
to
the
very. active ana energetic uiuy was iar
to
public school for children to attend.
ftrom bejng in her first youth, so far one field which faced their windows,
Domestic Happiness,
it was only after much argument
that she had certainly come of age and
Where will our sorrows receive the
and many heartburnings, that thoy
at
land with Ditch Stock to water
I will sell
again since she first passed that land
same solace as In the bosom of our famhad
last
at
It
should
consented
that
m&rk In life's journey. Her finely chis
ily?
wipes
Whose
tear
hand
the
from
on very easy terms.
face, with something share the fate of the others. A broad our cheek, or the chill of death from reasonable prices and
Nfd, clean-c- ut
road was driven through their quiet
red Indian about the firm mouth and domain,
our brow, with the same fondness as
the quarter was
stron!y marked cheek bones, showed "The Wilderness,"
,
that of the wife? If the raging elements
squaj-oand
three
jven at that distance traces of the fric
are contending without, here Is a shelbegan
uncompromising
staring,
villas
tion of the passing years. And yet to
sprout up on the other side. With ter. If war Is desolating the country,
Bhe was very handsome.
Her features
sore hearts, the two shy little old maids here Is peace and tranquillity. Blissful
were ae firm io repose as those of a
watched their steady progress, and and happy hours, that unite us togethGreek bust, an4 her great dark eyes
as to what fashion of neigh- er In sweet and holy companionship, I
speculated
were arched over by two brows so
would bring Into the little bid you a Joyful welcome.
bors
chance
black, so thick', and so delicately
always been their own.
curved, that the eye turned away from nook which had
Success and Happiness.
And at last they were all three finthe harsher details of the face to mar
Lord Clarendon attributed success
vel at their grace and strength. Her ished. Wooden balconies and overhangfigure, too, was straight as a dart, a ing eaves had been added to them, so and happiness In life to associating with
little portly, perhaps, but curving into that, in the language of the advertise- persons more learned and virtuous than
magnificent outlines, which were half ment, there were vacant three eligible ourselves.
lt
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AND UNDERTAKERS.
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FARMINGTON,

dhow-harryin-

Farmington Saloon,

i

low-heele-

Proprietor.

wines, Liq uofs and

d,

FARMINGTON,

dps.

NEW MEXICO.

ie Smelter City Brewing Association.

star-shape-

Pure, Wholesome, Home Brewed Beer, and

deep-bodie-

the only Pure Ice in the market.

hall-doo-

four-wheel- er

Colorado.

Duraiigo,

Good News!

red-face-

3

take this opportunity to announce
that I will be prepared to furnish
water to irrigate the mesa north
of Farmington this Spring.
And I have several more of those

s,

lots

Beautiful

g,

top-hea-

just north, of the public school

tract,
building, to sell, a
two miles from town, and an
house,
tract with a
cellar and small orchard, also a
tract of good land, well
situated on the county road.

red-head-

om

property

the

this

it

For further information apply to owner,
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OF SUNSHINE.

LAND

ONE OF THE GARDEN SPOTS
OF THE WORLD.
Fertile Soil Abundant Water and
Other Inducement Offered
to Home Seekers.

Crop and Prices of 1893.
were brought to this place there is a French landscape than a western
ties on the lower San Juan, and a
no better piece of land for raising community as yet removed from
of fire brick can be manufacThe following table shows the fruit
deciduous fruits. It is protected, railroads, and ten years ago given yield of the county
tured
a nominal cost.
at
and average marnvor in tVla Trillions na c Inintins.'
fertile and beautiful.
Experts
pronounce the San Juan
ground. Alfalfa and fruit are the ket price of 1893:
THE LA PLATA VALLBT.
coal
steam
a
as
producing coal far
1
!
f
fML'
i
above the average, if not the very
The La Plata river flows iu a deep, principal productions, mis pan ui
PKICB
YIELD
best quality in the world:
sandy bed, and its waters generally the countv is a verv picture in its Wheat, bushehv.....
S .85
24.25
The Aztecs
disappear in the last week in August picturesque fertility.
Any information relative to tho
Oatt
.75
HMO
many of Corn
25,000
.75 county not given in the columns of
or tbe first week of September. On also thought well of it, and
Barley
"
10.UO0
.75
their monuments in the shape of I'otnt.ies "
will be cheerfully furthe upper part of this river after it rudely
20.000
.85 The Times
pictured and sculptured rocks Onions "
1.25
enters San Juan county there are
application to the pub
upon
nished
IV"
Tomatoes"
1.75
2.500
about 8000 acres cultivated; and at abound.
bsher.
Apples, pound
.03
9no,ow
I'oaobea, "
.04
250,000
CROPS
there is
Jackson, near its mid-courWater rights in company ditchw
"
Pears
.OS
7.500
a small Mormon colony, who till
"
I'lums
05
40,010
cost from $2 to 515 per acre, with an
Th3 first trees were planted in this
" .
5,000
.15
about 1000 acres. The river has an county ten years ago, aud as an ex- (i('harries
additional cost of from $1 to " anrapes "
100 coo
.04
average fall of forty feet to the mile, periment seemed very doubtful. The Strawberries, quarts.,
.20 nually per acre to pay for repairs. Iu
" ..
.20
is about thirty feet wide and has a first settlers were principally cattle 'aspberries
cases this aunual assessment
"
Hlackberries
.20 most
mean average flow of about 250 cubio men, who knew little about farming. Curroats
"
.08 can be worked out.
.08
feet per second. The ultimate re- They profited by their first mistakes, Gooseberries "
Sheep do well in this county. Scab
clamation of lands in tbe La Plata however, and prospered, bo that the
Besides the produce mentioned in and ot her sheep diseases are unknown
valley will be large.
reputation of theBe valleys is known the foregoing table the county pro here. Thousands of acres of govACTUAL WATER RESOURCES.
all over the southwest. The southern
It will be seen from the foregoing towns of Colarado, outside the Sun duced 35,000 pounds of honey at an ernment land are contiguous to tbe
that there are available from these Luis valley, are almost wholly sup- average price of 12J cents a pound, streams and watering places on which
three rivers 6250 cubic feet of water plied from the San Juan orchards and 30,000 tons of alfalfa hay which they can graze nearly every month in
the year. Large bunches of the
per second. At the low estimate of So remunerative has fruit culture
averaged $5 per tou.
wethers cau be fattened on alfalfa
160 acreB to each cubic foot, this is proved that in 1891 23.000 trees were
hay
during the winter, and the mam
sufficient to irrigate 1,000,000 acres planted, and in 1892 about 50,000.
Questions Answered.
flocks carried over on it at a small
of land. According to a county The planting of 1893 is not yet acIrrigation is the best means of fer- coht. thus making sheep raising a
pamphlet issued for circulation at curately known, but will show a ratio tilizing land.
profitable industry. The native sheep
tbe World's fair, there are 175,000 of progress. Last year at the Albukind of deciduous fruit can make a most excellent cross to breed
In querque Territorial fair the fruits of be Every
acres available for irrigation.
raised here.
the mutton producing strains of eastaddition lo the value of the water for this county took the sweepstakes
As
a fruit raising country the San ern sheep to.
irrigation, it, is a constant source of prize. The peaches iu Boine instances
water power. The San Juan and measured nine incheB in circumfer- Juan has no equal,
A tannery is needed and would be
Water can be put on arid land at a a good investment in ihis county.
Animas are constant streams, not ence, apples thirteen to fourteen
affected by toe most enduring dr.outh. inches aud weigLed sixteen to nine- cost of from $2 to $15 per acre.
There are over 500,000 acres of cana-agri- a
The wasted power of their waters teen ounces. Single acres of fruit
New Mexico took first prize for
growing wild here. It yields
would furnish heat, light and elec- land return from $400 to 5500; and wheat at the World'6 fair, and second as high per acre as ten tons wild and
trical motive force far in excess of in one orchard near Farmiugton are for oats.
from thirty tons upward under cultiany possible need of this county. At three trees, of whose yield an acThe last census gives thirty acres vation. ThiB plant coutains 33$ per
present the only use niadci of all this curate account has been kept for four
average size of an irrigated cent of tannic acid, the highest averwealth of water is to irrigate about years past, that show an average re- farm in .New Mexico.
age of any known agent. The tan25,000 acres, the larger part of which turn of 53 per tree.
nery would be furnished with a home
As a health resort for persons with
is under ditcheB owned by small assoCereals of all kinds are grown here, weak lungs San J uau county has 6'ipply of tanning matter without
ciations of farmers.
the cost of a cent of freight. This
wheat yielding 20 to 40 bushels per few peers and no
superiors.
cana-agri- a
is beingshipped to Europe
acre; oats, 30 to 80 bushels; barley, 30
AZTEO:
Rough lumber here i worth $25 at a cost of between $80 and $100
The mcdern civilization has fol- to 60 bushels; rye, 15 to 30 bushels; per thousand, brick $8 per ihousand.
per ton, several firms there using it
lowed the same lines of settlement as corn, 25 to 50 bushels. A ready sale and lime 40 cents per bushel
for the preparation of their best
Current
prices.
is
good
found
at
county
is
the
did the ancient. Aztec
clay is found in large quanti grades of leather.
Fire
follows:
1893
prices
were
for
0s
seat, situated on the southeast bank
of the Animas. It has a bank, several Wheat, per cwt., $1.40; oats, $1.50;
large stores, hotel and livery and barley, $1.40; corn, $1.50; bran, per
stage stables. The county jail is a ton, $18, Vegetables of every variety
fine-qualit-

1

&

se,

from

N. 11.

BarMu of Immigration Report.

This county is otie of the garden
spots of the world, and lie's on the
western slope of the great continental divide, boing part of the PaAside from its great
cific water-sheresources as an agricultural and stock
country itB sceuery is very beautiful.
On all sides great rocky masses,
broken into picturesque formations,
hre to be seen hcross wide, fertile
valleys. The county is watered by
three large rivers, and from their
junction below Farmington the view
Ea
grand and impressive.
d.

FARM

SAN

LAND ON THK

JUAN.

In this valley, from a point about

ten miles above Largo, there is a
narrow strip of bottom land on each
side of the river. At the town of
Largo the river bottom widuns out
into rolling meBas aud bottom lands
which are available for cultivation.
The mot-- t important of these tracts
fre known as the Bloomfield and Solomon mesas, which, with the bottom
lands under them, will aggregate
somewhat over 20,000 acres. They
x re on the north side. of the rivtr.
From thence to the junction of the
Animas, the mesa lands are broken
nto detached plateaus rather difficult
to irrigate. The Animas and La
Plata empty into the San Juan near
Farmington. On the two points of
IhikI formed by the rivers are about
12 000 or 15,000 acres of tins' laud all
under ditch. Beginning then at the
mouth of the La Plata, and for twenty
miles down the San Juan, to whore
(leaks through the HogbAck, (a
i!
line of low bills) there is a continuous series of mesas with about a mile
wide of bottom land. A little over
15.000 here are now under ditch. To
he north of this are a series of high
meadows, or vegas, estimated to
44,000 acres. Besides this, and
to be properly considered in the San
J uau basin, are the lands on either
nido of the Canon Largo, Canon
Blanco and Canon Gallego, These
will include the land along the river
and down to the sixth correction
line, ncrth; south of this line there
townships of land,
are twenty-fou- r
the water facilities of which are only
about the average of the arid region.
They are covered by the headwators
of the Rio Chaco or Chusco and the
Amarillo.
At present this land is
devoted to cattle and sheep raising,
but the prospects of using a considerable area of this land for agriculture
are very l'avorable. At present there
m no demand for it and most of it is
public land.
It may be said, therefore, that in
the immediate San Juan valley there
are about 60,000 aores of land, about
50,000 acres of which are now under
.fi cb, A large area outside of this,
on tin high mesas, is susceptible of
irrigation, and will ultimately be
added to the irrigable area by means
of high line ditches.
i

cou-ta- in

.

TnE

ANIMAS

VALLEY.

The Animas river enters the county
just eiBt of the 108th meridian. It
is formed by the junction of two important torrential streams, and will
irrigate, if properly handled, 40,000
acres of fruit land. Of thm amount
10,000 or 12,000 aores are already
under ditch, and it would not be wise
to advise large settlement on any
new lands, unless some scheme were
devised by which the whole amount
of the water could be handled by
.some poiupiehensive authority.
This
river 1k ws thirty miles within San
Juan county. The farming lands
begin at Coxrs crossing and take in a
Btrip varying from a quarter of a
mile to three miles in width and
about twenty five miles in length.
The Animas has a minimum flow of
2000 cubio feet per second. One of
tbe peouliaiitier of this and the San
Juan river is that the bottoms are
composed of beds of small, round,
water-woboulders of unknown
depth. More water flows in this
boulder bed than on the surface.
Along in the river valley proper
there are about 18,000 aores of good
land, the most important area of
which is from Aztec to below Flora
rn

Vista.
FARMINGTON GLADE.

Besides the valley of the Animas
there is an important area of land
included in the Farmington Glade,
an introvale between the Animas and
La Plata rivers. It is a strip of
country two or three miles wide by
eighteen miles long. It will aggregate 25,000 acres of good irrigable
land well adapted to fruit raising.
In the glade, and beginning at about
the latitude of A roc. is a tine body
of public land, subject to desert
land entry, that would make homes
for a small colony. The ditch would
be comparatively inexpensive as a
natural opening in the hillside affords
ew yontranee to the glade. If water

If you want to know more about the

well built, steel lined adobe structure. flourish, from the hardier varieties!
and
The surrounding country is well such as Irish potatoes, turnips
the farms extending up beets, to the more tender melons, egg-

cultivated,
and down the river for several miles.
At this point the valley iB about two
miles wide. Fruit, alfalfa, grain,
potatoes and all tho root crops give
abundant harvests. Apples and tomatoes seem peculiarly adapted to
the soil. The population of the town
and surrounding country is between
550 aud 600 uersous.
FLORA VISTA.

plants, tomatoes, etc.

ALFALFA

Ib, however, tbe staple crop in this
county; drouth is not to be feared
and neither frost nor cold endanger

it. Owing to tho advantageous situation of the county the farmers have
taken to fattening beef cattle. For
this purpose the Bales of alfalfa are
large, frequently amounting to from
500 to 1000 tous to a single buyer.
From 1891 to 1892 the increase in
alfalfa production amounted 7000
tons. The averave yield per aere is
from 4 to 10 tons.

This little village and vicinity has
a population of about 250 souls. It
is situated at about the widest part
of the Animas valley, seven miles
from Aztec, raises the same crops
MINERAL WEALTH.
and its orchards are spreading; alfalfa fields have a particularly good
ThiB whole county ib underlaid
appearance.
with coal. The beds havo not been
FARMINGTON.
prospected to any extent. They are
Farmington and Junction Cityf are known, however, to contain almost
situated at the mouth of the Animas.
On the
The population is about the same as unlimited quantities of coal.
Fruitland,
at Aztec. The location is very beau- San Juan river, opposite of
valtiful. At tl is point the full scenic is a truly notable exposure this
above the river
fuel.
uable
stands
It
beauty of the valley reveals itself.
From a little hill overlooking the 34 feet and is over 300 feet long, and
town a solid plantation of three or extends back into the bluff on a very
four square miles, inoluding orchards, slight dip, it is supposed for miles, as
alfalfa hVids, grain and meadow is there is an immense mesa stretching
seen. Here is at present tho densest in that direction. Immediately across
population of the county and the on the north side of the river other
widest spread of cultivation. The huge beds appear, and these then
three valleys here converge into the stretch up the La Plata for nearly
main valley of tho San Juan. There fifty miles. This coal is a hard, free
An experienced
are several good stores, public stabloB, burning quality.
is working one
who
miner,
Cornwall
good schools aud general facilities.
La Plata, says
the
of
on
th9se
veins
Near this town are located several
so easily opened
saw
mines
be
never
brick kilns, a Baw mill aud a roller
process flour mill. It iB a very pretty, or that so quickly yielded good mercoal. All that seems to be
place. Its citizens are full chantable
necessary iB to strip the outer layer,
of energy and public spirit.
which has been exposed to the
LARGO.
weathei for ages, and the fine, glitThis town may be considered the tering material is found, free from
center of population on the upper slate or "bone" and ready for use.
San Juan. Taking in with it the Some difference of opinion exists as
little settlement on Pine river and at to the quality of this coal, but the
Bloomtield, the population is between bureau of immigration can 6tate on
1000 and 1200 persons, the majority tbe authority of its agent that it is
of whom are of Spanish descent. of a good coking character. Some of
The high culture of the fields, or- it, in his presence, was covered with
chards and vineyards speaks well f jr sand and fired on the ground and in
a short time was roasted into a fine
the progress of the community.
coke with a ring like metal.
silver
LOWER
SAN
TUE
JUAN.
Olio, Fruitland and Jewett are sit- The cotil in this county is usually
uated on the San Juan below its found in a thick strata between slate)
junction with the La Plata. The ana sandstone of a very fine grain.
It is said that gold and metallic
population of tho three is about 600
persons. Tbe greater part of the iron can be found; and the best
land is under a fine modern canal building stone, both sandstone and
and in a high state of cultivation. At granite, abound. The best mining
Fruitland is one small orchard of camps of Colorado and Bplendid minseven acres from which the annual eral belts in New Mexico are contigWhen railroads penetrate
net return has been over $2,500 per uous.
county
the neighborhood of Olio
this
annum for the past five vears. This
is the property of the resident Mor- will afford splendid opportunities foi
mon bishop and is cultivated accord- large smelters.
'Since the foregoing won published by the buing to the theory of his people that a reau
of immigration the flour mill wan destroyed
small place well cared for is more by fire, but will be rebuilt thin summer.
valuable than broad acreage poorly (Junction City in just across the Animas frort
but dopond:i on' Farmington mer-farmed. It is one of the bestnstances fc'arminKloi),
haute for supplies.
of intensive culture in the territory.
Patented land with water can be
LA PLATA.
had at from $15 to $50 per acre. BeThis place can hardly be called a sides this there are thousands of
town. It is a compact farming com- acres of government land that can be
munity, however, of about seventy had for the cost of filing on it.
well cultivated homesteads at the
Among tbe many enterprises which
head of the La Plata valley. On the would flourish in this county may be
western side the land rises in three mentioned a wool scouring plant and
terraces, one over the other, every woolen mills. Water and coal are
one or which is
anltivurad abundant and free. The enly exThe sight wou'd remind one more of pense will be in developing.
d
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Which
Shall It Be?
for High Grade Sewing Machines, Bicycles, Vehicles, Baby
pt.C. nlfinerl
Hl.nlnwO TttWVi l.rnnl tn alv
wit- h .wh.
onrl rofaU
wl.ll
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men's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write y
for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are offering 30 different style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to 130.00 Bicycles,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at $125.00. We 6how 150 designs
in Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many

Youn orders
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direct importations. We handle everything under the sun in the
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE, BUGGIES. CARRIAGES, PHAETONS. ROAD WAGONS. CARTS. HARNE88, SADDLES. ETC.,
at prices out or reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a special catalogue for each line. Address iu full

CASH BUYERS' UNION,
B848.

W. Van Buren St., CMICAQO, ILL.
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Its injurious to stop suddenly arid don't be
imposed upon by baying a remedy that requires you to do so, as it is nothing more than
a substitute. In the sudden stopage of tobacco
you must have some stimulant, and in moat
all cases the effect of the stimulant, be it
opium, morphine or other opiates, leaves a
far worse habit contracted. Ask your druggist about BACO OURO. It is purely veg
etable. You do not have to
stop using tobacco with
It will notify you when
to stop and your desire for
will cease. Your system
will be as free from nicotine as the day before you took your first chew or
written guarantee to absolutely euro the tobacco habit
smoke. An
in all its forms or money refunded. Price $1.00 per oox or 3 boxes (30 daya'
treatment and guaranteed cure) $2.50. For sale by all druggists or will be sent
stamps for sample box. Bookby mail upon receipt of price. Send six
Eureka Chemical & M'f 'g Co., La Crosse, WiB.
lets and proofs free.
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TOP

TOB ACCO

BAGQ-CUR-

o

iron-cla-

Office of The Pioneer Press Company, C. W. Hornick, Supt.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 7, 1894.
M'f'g Co-- La Crosse, Wis.
Eurf kn ChemicalI and hnpn
a to!i nc.cn Iii'ii'l for many virirs. nnii during? tho Duet two yours
li:vi
ii.r si,
smokedfifteon tt twenty cigars regularly ovor day. My whole nervous system became affeotatt
until my pliyiiniari told uio I must eive up (hp uso of tobacoo fur the time bein , at least. 1 tnd
and various other remedies, but without tucccBS. uirtU
"Keo'ey (lure,"
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